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Class A Power Hike Proposed
by Alan carter
Washington DC ... New Jersey Class A
FM Broadcasters have succeeded in persuading the FCC to issue a proposed
rule making for apower hike from 3000
W to 6000 W.
The Commission included the power
hike in aNotice of Proposed Rule Making issued at its July meeting with aproposal establishing a new intermediate
FM station class.
In proposing the Class A power hike,
the Commission is seeking comment on
how to best implement it.
The New Jersey Class A Broadcast Association filed apetition for an across-

the-board power hike. The group argued
the FCC has changed many longstanding FM allotment and assignment policies in recent years, in recognition of the
maturity to the service and to increase
opportunities for additional stations.
However, New Jersey broadcasters
stated that as a result of the policies,
Class A stations now are competing with
much larger class stations in the same
communities.
Different views
The New Jersey petition claimed the
increase would have very little effect on

existing stations.
The NAB, however, took an opposite
view, calling for power hikes on an individual basis—for those that can meet
increased separation distance requirements. NAB argued the increased separation distance requirements were necessary to reduce the effect of the power increase on existing stations.
Robert McAllan, president of Press
Broadcasting and aClass A owner in the
New Jersey group, praised the Commission action.
"We think we have made significant
progress in bringing this to fruition,"

Surviving
Radio's
"Jungle"
by Charles Taylor
Atlanta GA ... WCCO's Bill Polish now
had everything he needed.
"I went to Radio Shack this morning
and spent $2.29 for an alligator clip. It's
amini plug patch cord," said the news
director of the Minneapolis AM.
Add to that the station's two Sony and
one Marantz tape recorders, two mini
plug-to-alligator dip patch cords, two
telephones, phone wiring and two
reporters and presto—acomplete broadcast package.
For stations like WCCO, it's not hightech presentation that makes the mark
in convention coverage. The important
factor is presence.
The outlet was one of dozens of radio
broadcasters that covered the Democratic
National Convention solo, representing
an increasing trend away from networkonly coverage on local stations, in large
part because of advances in satellite and
fiber optic transmission.
It's alocal story
—The networks always covered it because they were the only, not because
they were the best," said one broadcaster.
"Our delegates are here; this is a story
that affects our hometown. We should
have always been here. The only thing
holding us back was the technology"
Most stations, however, can't afford the
trip autonomously, and must count on
the support of network affiliations, radio groups or pre-arranged consortiums.
WCCO rented its space from CBS,
with whom it is affiliated. "They rented
acouple of tables and chairs. Iordered
the phone lines and CBS actually strung
(continued on page 14)
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Seoul's Olympic Stadium. For NBC Radio's broadcast plans, see p. 15.

After months in the field, the
1kW solid-state passed the test
"We are very pleased with the
superior sound and performance of the
1kW solid-state Continental transmitter."
"The new transmitter has a "cleaner"
sound, better than any other stereo
station on the AM band in this market
by a wide margin."

W£. Alexander
Director of Engineering
Crawford Broadcasting Company

"The reliability has surpassed that of
its predecessor, in fact, we have
installed our sixth new Continental transmitter."
For information on any of Continental
Electronics' family of reliable transmitters, contact:

varian@

continental electronics division

P.O. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Telephone: 214-381-7161 FAX: 214-381-4949
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McAllan said. "Certainly getting to the
NPRM stage doesn't by any means guarantee that the outcome is going to be
favorable. There is going to be a lot of
work that has to be done to make sure
the Commission understands and is
aware of the problems facing FM broadcasters and hopefully will be sympathetic to the cause."
NAB staff engineer Stan Salek said the
association is pleased commissioners
noted its concern over interference. "I
think that's encouraging!'
Class C3
The proposal to create anew Class C3
FM calls for amaximum effective radiated power limit of 25 kW and an antenna height of 100 meters (328').
Class C3 stations would be allowed in
Zone II, which represents most of the
land area in the US, excluding aportion
or all of several north-central to eastern
states, Puerto Rico and most of California.
For FM classification, the US is divided
into three zones: I, I-A and II. Zones I
and I-A are areas of greater population
density.
There also are six classes of commercial FM stations: Class A, 100 to 2000 W;
Class BI, 3100 to 25,000 W; Class B,
25,500 to 50,000 W; Class C2, 3100 to
50,000 W; Class Cl, 51,000 to 100,000 W,
and Class C, 100,000 W.
(continued on page 15)

FCC Acts
On NRSC
Washington DC ... The FCC took afirst
step toward making the NRSC audio
standard mandatory with a proposed
rule making but also included a complimentary RF emission standard, an addition to which some broadcasters are
expected to object.
The Notice of Proposed Rule Making
adopted 20 June seeks comments on
both standards or acombination.
In addition, in a second part of the
NPRM, which stems from the FCC's inquiry into AM improvements begun in
1986, Commissioners would give AM
stations the option of proposing facilities
whose coverage area would be subject to
some interference from other stations.
Permission currently is granted only to
the first station proposing to provide
service to an unserved community. The
proposal would allow all stations the
flexibility of accepting increased interference in aportion of new service areas
provided they do not cause objectional
interference to other stations.
The audio standard, dubbed NRSC-1
(continued on page 10)
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FCC Orders Booster Off the Air
by Charles Taylor
Walnut Creek CA ... The FCC has ordered suspension of an FM booster here
following three years of complaints that
it was interfering
- with two adjacent stations.
The interference was caused by a13mile extension of the station's signal out
of its coverage area into the densely
populated San Francisco area, according
to the Commission.
The two adjacent stations, KALW-FM
(pi.7) in San Francisco and KSJO-FN1

(92.3) in San Jose, CA, charged that
KKIS-FM (92.1) in Walnut Creek ignored
repeated requests to address accusations
of interference. Together, the adjacent
stations have spent more than $30,000 in
legal and engineering fees to convince
the FCC that KKIS operated its booster
improperly.
"This has been a long, protracted,
overly complex delay in solving asimple matter of interference," said Dave
Evans, CE of KALW, which first noticed
the interference in the summer of 1985.
"This should have been handled in a

NEWS BRIEFS
Dollars and Cents
Washington DC ... Expenses seem
to be on track at the NAB based on
what the Executive Committee saw in
first quarter budget reports at its July
meeting.
All departments were "at or below"
budget, according to NAB Public Affairs and Communications VP Walter
Wu riel.
This was good news for the Executive Committee after the board recently OK'd adues increase for some
members to cover more than $1million in unbudgeted expenses to fund
various radio and TV projects.
TV Marti
Washington DC ... The Senate on 26
July agreed to a move that would
slowdown the funding process for TV
Marti, a television version of Radio
Marti from Voice of America that
would beam US programming into
Cuba.
Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-SC) agreed
to arequest from Sen. Claiborne Pell
(D-RI) that the Foreign Relations Committee review the proposal to determine whether TV Marti violates US
international treaty obligations.
As aresult, the fiscal 1989 appropri-

ations bill contains only $7.5 million for
TV Marti start-up, leaving long-term
funding up in the air.
Since Congress first approved funding for TV Marti AM stations in the US
have reported increased interference
from Cuban stations is what is believed to be a measure of protest
against the new TV service.
Ban on Indecency
Washington DC ... The Senate on 27
July amended FCC appropriations
legislation that would require the
Commission to expand indecency
rules to around the clock by 31 January 1989.
The NAB, however, questioned the
Constitutionality of the Senate action,
citing aappeal to the Supreme Court
on the definition of indecency. The appeal also includes questions over
"channeling" indecent broadcasts to
hours when children are not likely to
be in the audience.
'The Senate bill, if it were to become
law, would ignore the need for final
judicial answer to these critical questions and would place broadcasters'
license renewals in additional jeopardy," said NAB Executive VP and
General Counsel Henry Bauman.

forthright and clean manner years ago.
All we were asking is that the FCC enforce its own rules."
KKIS has responded that it had no
reason to turn off its booster because it
was operating in "complete compliance
with the Commission's rules pertaining
to boosters" and that "the alleged interference from ( KKIS) does not exist," according to aletter the station filed with
the FCC.
The station also maintained that
KALW's complaints were exaggerated
and perhaps provoked by the pressures
of increasing competition. "All of asudden, KKIS was not asuburban radio station, but someone who could take the
dollars out of their pockets as well," said
KKIS PD Sean McMahon.
Booster operation addressed
The complaint is the first that seriously
challenges booster guidelines since their
operation was studied and amended in
an FCC rule making in July 1987.
The rule making contained in Docket
MM 87-13 relaxed booster operation by allowing an increase from the previous 10
W maximum power limit to "20% of the
maximum permissible ERP for the class
of primary station they rebroadcast"
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The Commission also amended the
rules to permit boosters to be fed by
"whatever technical means," including
microwave or common carrier. In the
past, boosters were required to receive
the primary station's signal.
The dispute surrounding KKIS's
booster pertains to an unaffected guideline that an FM broadcast booster only
will be authorized to serve areas within
the 1el; m field strength contour of the
primary station. FM booster stations cannot be used to expand the primary station's 1m:'V'm contour.
While KKIS's booster operated at a
permissable 10 W, an FCC investigation
showed the station surpassed its lmVin
contour limit by 13 km, adding apotential 570,493 listeners. When KKIS applied
for the booster in 1984, the station said
it was proposing to serve an additional
35,000 listeners, all within its primary
contour.
But the FCC ordered the booster shut
down 28 June citing " prohibited interference" to KSIO-FM and expansion of the
1mVirn contour " far in excess of what
could reasonable be considered 'spillover."
Birth, of acontroversy
Though the order to cease the
booster's operation brings acautious sigh
of relief to KALW and KSJO, it doesn't
erase the stations' frustration from what
they view as an arduous struggle to get
action from KKIS and the FCC.
It also leaves KKIS with a potential
half-million fewer listeners and mandatory adjutments to its methods of transmission. Consulting Engineer Richard
Green estimates those changes will cost
between $10,000 and $15,000.
The controversy began in the summer
of 1985 when listeners complained to
KALW about interference. Evans estimated the station received more than 150
phone calls and letters.
Once station personnel investigated
and heard the signal interfering with
portions of KALW's broadcast, they felt
sure the noise was a result of KKIS's
booster, which was installed months before.
"We made aphone call to the station,"
said Evans, and "basically were told that
they were licensed and were legal and
weren't doing anything wrong" KKIS refused to shut down the booster to allow
KALW to see if the interference would
then cease, he said.
Following another phone conversation
in January 1986 that Evans said was nonproductive, KALW GM Daniel del Solar
and Evans met with KKIS's Greene to
discuss the problem.
"The result of those discussions is that
(KKIS) felt we were being hostile and aggressive. They said that our tone was
rude and abusive," Evans said. "All we
were doing was asking them to cooperate to discover if this indeed was the
source of the interference."
According to Green, the account is exaggerated.
"KKIS hired me to look at the booster,"
he said. "Idid determine that there had
been a problem. The problem was the
instability with the transmit antenna and
the receive antenna did not have enough
isolation, so consequently there was
some bandwidth excursion outside the
plus or minus 75 kHz bandwidth, as
(continued on next page)
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California FM Caught In Dispute
(continued from previous page)
well as splatter and destablization."
In February, KALW wrote a letter to
KKIS asking "them to cease and desist
so that we could gain some facts," Evans
said. "We got no response at all from the
letter. We had to call them and they told
us again that they were operating in accordance with the terms of their license."
By this point, KKIS said it had made
adjustments on the booster. "I went
through the translator and realigned the
filters and had the engineer put ascreen
up behind the receiving antenna and reoriented it and moved it down so that
it was shielding better," Green said.
"I looked at it (afterward) and didn't
see anything at all outside the normal
bandwidth of an FM station. It seemed
to be exactly one for one for what the offair signal was," he said.
Green added, "During the periods I
observed it, it was extremely clean. It
was not producing spurious radiation.
(KALW) kept complaining and we went
back and looked at it again and kept
working on it. If the thing was spurring
or was causing any out-of-band problems, then it certainly was intermittent.
Ididn't happen to catch it doing it."
But according to Kin Jones, VP and
chief operating officer for Omega International, amanufacturer of booster systems (but not the one at KKIS), extension
of the 1 mV/m contour could not only
have been identified, but controlled with
relative ease.
"This particular problem is aresult of
inadequate design as opposed to areal
technical problem," Jones said. "There's

really no excuse for (the 1mV/m contour
limit) not being controlled."
It is possible to have oscillation and
regeneration when adevice is receiving
asignal and retransmitting on the same
frequency, Jones explained.
KALW also remained skeptical and informally contacted the FCC, asking for
an inspection of the booster site. The
Commission found that it was operating
in accordance with the terms of the
license.
"We still felt that they were the source
of the interference regardless of the
terms of their booster license," Evans
said.
Around this time, KSJO built a new
broadcast tower, moving its transmitter
and increasing its power. "We turned it
on and went driving around the Bay area
to listen to our new coverage. The signal was horrible," said KSJO CE David
Williams.
The station called KKIS and asked it
to turn off the booster. "They declined;'
said Williams. KSJO then paid to have
the engineering consulting firm Lohnes
& Culver conduct astudy on the booster.
That results, which KSJO filed with the
FCC, showed the 1 mV/m contour of
KKIS's booster operation was "grossly
englarged."
Meanwhile, on 25 June 198Z KALW
had the engineering consulting firm
Hammett & Edison report on KKIS's signal output and submitted it in its first
official Request for Immediate Relief with
the FCC.
In the request, KALW said that it was
"endangered" by the operation of KKIS's

TALK IS CHEAP
The Telos 10 and Telos 100 digital telephone hybrids cost about
the same as an Otan 5050Bit, a Studer CD Player, or a stereo
cart machine. In this age of digital audio, you want your call-in
segments to sound as great as the rest of your programming. What
are you waiting for? Now is the time to experience the pleasuru
of great phones.

Call Toll Free 800-732-7665
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SALES
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Washington. D C
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booster. The Hammett & Edison study
showed that the booster was extending
the countour of the primary station by
about 15 kilometers.
The FCC responded by requesting that
KALW and KKIS resolve the problem informally; however, KKIS followed with
aletter to the Commission stating that
the booster station was operating in accordance with FCC rules. It also said that
aformal reply would be submitted "as
soon as possible."
KALW then drafted aSupplement to

report from
Hammett & Edison,
commissioned by
KALW, indicated
the booster was
extending KKIS'
primary contour by
about 15 km.

its Request for Emergency Relief, stating
that "the major obstacle in informally
resolving this problem stems from
(KKIS's) adament denial that there is any
problem whatsoever."
That pretty much confirmed that efforts for resolution between the parties
were moot, putting the FCC in a position it hesitates to be in, according to
Alan Schneider, chief of the FCC's Auxiliary Services Branch.
On 7August 1987, the FCC informed
(continued on page 24)
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AM Relief: On the Homestretch
by Judith Gross
Falls Church VA ... It was more than
three years ago when the EIA and NAB
reactivated the NRSC and tasked them
with finding some relief for splatterplagued AM stations.
Since that time terms like preemphasis and RF mask have practically become
household words (well, around radio
households, anyway).
Since that fateful day at the 1985 Summer CES, uncountable numbers of hours
have been generously given by ahandful of dedicated broadcasters, broadcast
equipment and receiver manufacturers
and representatives of organizations to

get the ball rolling on AM improvement.
Now, with the Commission's proposed
rule making on the NRSC standard, all
of it has finally paid off.
There were some snags along the way.
Broadcasters and receiver manufacturers
started out blaming each other for AM's
problems, with the stations saying they
want wider bandwidth radios and the
radio makers saying "You can't have it
with all that splatter on the dial."
But everybody stuck with it and even
learned how to work together in the
process. Now we're real close to getting
a standard which will tell the radio
manufacturers that AM has grown up
enough to clean up its act.

The Commission is leaving it
open as to whether there will be
just an audio standard, atransmission standard or both, so now it's
up to those filing comments. More
than 800 stations have voluntarily
converted to the NRSC audio standard so far.
You can see for yourself what the
NRSC does to station's signal from
the photos (left) of WCPT in my
neck of the woods, supplied by
Chris Wilk of Delta Electronics (
the
Splatter Monitor developers).
CE John Diamantis switched the
NRSC filter out for the first photo;
in for the second. Note the second
adjacent carrier at 750 kHz. WCPT
is at 730, transmitting at 5kW.
With the filter, the unwanted
sideband energy goes, second adjacent problems are minimized and
the station is more clearly defined
and therefore more easily tuned in.

Announcing
the Ideal Marriage rjos
wes

Do we need it? Well, all that time and
effort wasn't just for fun. As far as AM
is concerned, it's history in the
making ...
*
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Advanced Micro-Dynamics, 7Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA
01463 (617) 433-8877. 1-800-255-8090
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The Commission's other proposed rule
making, on the power hike for Class A
FMs can only be called avictory for the
little guy. It began as agrass roots effort
and picked up steam, even bucking the
lack of support from the large industry
organizations who usually rally their
clout.
The New Jersey Class As may not get
exactly what they want out of it, but the
fact that it got this far is akind of sweet
victory in itself, they say. It shows that
the little station can be heard.
Loved what FCC Chairman Dennis
Patrick had to say about some of the arguments about Docket 80-90 and other
proposals, that more stations just increase the competition and make it difficult for some to succeed.
He basically said that listeners and advertising revenues in agiven area—"the
marketplace"—are a better judge of
whether or not there is aglut of stations
than are "three bureaucrats sitting in
Washington DC" ... meaning the Commission itself.
That's brave of him. Gee, the last time
Icalled amember of aDC political organization a "bureaucrat" Igot my head

Now . . .
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handed to me. Guess not everyone considers it acompliment.
Those high-power boosters for FM are
a provocative prospect for enhancing
coverage, but we don't think the FCC intended to set off apowder keg when it
approved their expanded use.
It's only going to work il the stations
who use them don't abuse the privilege
and bombard their neighbors' signals, as
some have apparently done.
If it's mere competition the other stations are complaining about, well then
the complaints are unfounded. But
remember when you were, oh say about
seven years old and your second-grade
teacher said "Your freedom ends at your
neighbor's nose?" Well substitute
"licensed coverage area" for nose and
you get the picture.
*

From RW reporter Chuck Taylor, who
was at the Democratic National Convention in Atlanta for us, comes the happy
news that conditions were not as rough
for the media as you might have
thought. Now that's arelief.
He says some of the work stations in
the Georgia World Congress Center were
quite glamorous with plush carpet
(choice of blue or grey), refrigerators, catered continental breakfasts and snacks
and full administrative staffs.
Then there was the Radio Jungle, with
cement floors, exposed phone and
equipment wires and newspapers
stacked all over. Oh well, it's only radio.
He also notes that the less-thandazzling convention coverage wasn't the
only thing the radio networks monitored. In one network trailer, technicians
zipped back and forth from room to
room, with an occasional lingering
glance to a TV monitor airing Another
World.
We all have our own priorities ...
Heard something interesting? Spill your
guts to Earwaves. Write PO Box 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041, or call me at 703-9987600. Best tidbit of the month wins acoveted
Radio World mug.
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-OPINION

-Readers'
Forum

If you
World,
send aletter to Readers' Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214,
MCI Mailbox #302-7772). All letters received become the
to be used at our discretion and as space permits.
More on filing fees
Dear RW:
Pete Hons' letter in the 1July issue of
Radio World brought up the issue of the
FCC's spectrum fees, which according to
Mr. Hons are "outrageous."
While Ido not disagree entirely with
Mr. Hons, Ido think it is agood idea to
have afiling fee of some sort for broadcast applications. This will help separate
the "riff-raff" from the serious applicants.
The $6,000 hearing fee is another matter. In these days when almost every application is subject to ahearing, it seems
like the FCC is "double-dipping." They
want money when you file and more
money later. And the hearing fee does
not seem fair when it is imposed on the
"lead applicant" in an AM or TV case.
When an initial application is filed and
placed on a cut-off list, that applicant
should be exempt from paying the hearing fee. The parties who file competing
applications should be imposed a fee.
They are, after all, the ones who necessitate the hearing.
Another FCC policy that befuddles me
is the "AM daytimer preference!' Why is
the FCC does everything backwards?
While there's nothing wrong with awarding a preference for AM daytimers in
comparative hearings for a new FM, it
9eems ludicrous to require the AM owner
to pledge to divest the AM davtimer
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within three years if awarded the FM.
As a practical matter the licensee
should be required to keep the AM for
three years. By transferring the AM station to another party you again have a
standalone AM with little chance of success (especially since the new FM will
have drained off asignificant amount of
business by then). Where was the NAB
when all of this was first thought of?
And while I'm on my soap-box, let's
talk about the FCC's "first come, first
served" process for FM applications. The
rules say when no applications are filed
during awindow filing period, the allotment becomes available on a "first come
first served" basis. The party filing the
first acceptable application would thus
be processed and eventually receive a
CP.
The problem is that it is impossible to
get reliable information from the FCC
concerning what has been filed. For example, Icalled the FCC on 21 March to
ask if any applications had been filed for
Channel 282A in State College, MS for
which the window closed on February
(continued on page 10)

The Notice of Proposed Rule Making for a mandatory NRSC standard
issued by the FCC is the fruit of a diligent and cooperative effort by many
factions in the industry.
As Chairman Dennis Patrick noted, it's the first of what will hopefully
be many changes designed to clean up the ailing AM service.
The call for either the 75 tsec ceiling on preemphasis and 10 kHz stopband audio standard, or the RF mask transmission criteria (or a combination of both) is evidence of a shift in the Commission's posture in several
important ways.
As Patrick noted, the NPRM says that the FCC will not "shy away" from
imposing new technical standards, despite arecent history of deregulation

Support
The NRSC

on all fronts.
It is also the first time in a long
time that the FCC is ready to alter
the occupied bandwidth rules
which have been the cornerstone of
AM allocations but which unfor-

tunately have only added to second
adjacency interference problems.
And the indusion of the audio portion of the standard is adeparture from
the Commission's usual desire to deal only with transmission issues and
only in specific cases of interference complaints.
The proposed rule making says that AM improvement is an important
enough issue to warrant dramatic changes.
Plus approval of amandatory NRSC standard will send aclear message
to receiver manufacturers that AM is ready for better radios.
It will also be a shot in the arm to manufacturers of the equipment stations need to buy in order to implement the standard.
While there may be some details to be worked out in measurement techniques for the RF mask, only adoption of both the audio and the transmission portions of the standard will insure that it is working for all AM stations.
With so many plusses and so few minuses a required NRSC audio and
transmission standard can become the keystone of AM improvement.
It deserves the industry's unanimous support.
—RW

AM Stereo Sides Miss the Point
by Rob Meuser
Hamilton Ontario ... Iread with both
interest and dismay the guest editorial
by Bob Dietsch ( RW 15 June).
While many broadcasters share his
feelings toward AM radio, some parts of
his editorial reveal one of the real problems that have plagued us throughout
the AM stereo era. The problem to
which Irefer is understanding.
While Leonard Kahn can truly be
credited for much vision and inventiveness toward the improvement and expansion of AM, we must put his and all
the other technologies which have come
up in the last dozen years in proper perspective.
Having known and respected Bob
Dietsch for anumber of years, Iwas very
disappointed to see him state in writing
that Kahn and only Kahn was compatible with reduced carrier operation and
synchronous detectors.
Kahn's own descriptions of his systems
over the years specifically states the opposite fact.
Beginning in the late fifties when Kahn
introduced asingle sideband AM radio
system and called it, in at least one of his
technical presentations, FCC Sideband
(for Full Carrier Compatible Single Sideband) all of his systems have been
designed for compatibility with the envelope and not the synchronous detector.
Today's radio
Both Kahn and Motorola are designed
for today's radio and are not compatible
in the manner that Mr. Dietsch indicated. Very specific evidence has been
assembled under real world conditions

to prove that the physics are correct.
The most glaring example of this was
the Sansui AM stereo tuners, which did
use pure synchronous detection and
were multisystem. The Kahn ISB system
sounds awful on this receiver. Leonard
told me at the time of this equipment's
introduction that this poor performance
was because it lacked an inverse modulator.

Guest
Editorial
An inverse modulator is adevice that
forces proper recovery of certain AM stereo signals when an envelope detector
is used. Many threats of law suits between Kahn and Motorola have occurred
because of the apparent similarity of this
device in the two systems.
Neither Kahn nor Motorola are compatible with either reduced carrier or
synchronous detection. The real world
results of synchronous detection are often less than claimed by its proponents.
The reason neither system is compatible is that they must transmit what
amounts to apre-distortion signal to provide the correct compensation for reception of the signal on envelop detectors.
With synchronous detectors these
components are recovered as audio distortion. The existence of the components
is the reason that the ongoing war of
words regarding bandwidth of the AM
stereo signal continues.
Remember Harris?
The only AM system that truly did
what Mr. Dietsch or ABC dreamed of

was Harris. Harris also had an independent sideband version of that system; in fact its AM stereo exciter and
monitor had limited ISB capability built
in.
The FMX system proposed for FM is
aperfect example of two signals transmitted in quadrature (like Harris) on a
DSB suppressed carrier signal.
Ihave not written this guest editorial
to either promote or criticize any one system or other, but to point out what Ifeel
is a serious and crucial fact.
Much of the AM stereo problem today
is really the fault of broadcasters, who
even when well-educated and experienced often have made judgments based
on partial truths or missing data.
AM stereo involves modulation theory
at a very high level and even many
professional broadcast engineers do not
fully grasp all its nuances.
AM stereo will eventually have some
impact on AM; it will not save or destroy
it. Synchronous detection is another tool
that has its proper place in our toolbox
of techniques.
Salvation of AM depends on two factors: better programming and stronger
signals with less interference.
In the end, the average listener listens
to what he likes and can receive easily.
Elimination of daylight-only broadcasting, vastly increased power and/or synchronous repeaters are what AM needs
now.
Rob Meuser is an international broadcast
consultant with IBSS and since 1980 has had
extensive experience zvith four of the five
original AM stereo systems. He can be
reached at 416-692-3330.
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Government Bars Contractor
Varian Continental Exec
Under Investigation for
Business Irregularities
by Charles Taylor
Palo Alto CA ... The Pentagon scandal
involving alleged trafficking of confidential information between consultants and
government employees used in awarding valuable military contracts has leaked
into the broadcast industry.
The Continental Electronics Division
of Varian Associates, amanufacturer of
broadcast transmitters, has been suspended from contracting with any
agency in the executive branch of the
federal government.
The action is pending art investigation
regarding conversations between Joe
Bradley, a Continental VP, and Mark
Saunders, apaid Varian consultant un-

[
-Business

misconduct at this point.
The suspension specifically revolves
around discussions between Bradley, the
Continental employee, and Saunders,
the consultant. According to federal
court documents, the two were working
together on several contracts being pursued by the company.
"There was some spoken action and
later some alleged meetings between the
two," said Simpson, "and out of that the
allegations were that this suggested improper activity on the consultant's part
and possibly the employee's part.
"The whole thing came as asurprise
and ashock to us," he said. "Our position is that we haven't had an opportunity to hear the tapes that were the ba-

sis of the allegations."
Meanwhile, Continental has placed
Bradley under paid administrative leave
amidst an internal investigation.
The company also is reviewing its
policies regarding the use of outside
consultants in light of the happening.
"We are strengthening and updating
them and will be reviewing all of our
outstanding consulting arrangements to
make sure that they measure up to be
stiffened."
According to published reports, the
overall federal investigation is aimed at
Washington consultants, including
Saunders, who allegedly obtained information from aPentagon employee and
used it to try to influence the awarding

CRL Processors with NRSC
Can Improve Your Coverage

News

CIRCUIT RESEARCH LABS INC.

der suspicion in afederal investigation
regarding irregularities in government
contracting.
Continental's business is split 50/50 between commercial and military contracts, according to Gary Simpson, a
spokesperson for Varian.
The company has actively contracted
with the United States Information
Agency's Voice of America (VOA), which
is part of the executive branch. Since
1985, the company has serviced four
contracts with VOA totaling $2.7 million,
according to aVOA spokesperson.
The suspension does not affect contracts already in progress or contracts in
the bidding stage, neither of which Continental currently is involved in at VOA,
according to the spokesperson. It bars
only contracts that have not yet been bid
an.
Further, the action does not implicate
the company or its employee of criminal

•ro 1)11

of military contracts worth millions of
dollars.
Documents detail specific contracts allegedly affected by the trafficking of confidential information, including instances where companies were initially
given low ratings by the Pentagon, then
saw their chances for winning the contracts improve.
Varian Continental is among more
than adozen companies whose relationship with a consultant is being investigated. The Continental division is
among 20 within Varian Enterprises, and
makes up about 5% of the company's
revenues.
For more information, contact Gary
Simpson at Varian, 415-424-5782.
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From the Desk of Ron Jones . . .
CRL has been involved with the National Radio Standards Committee ( NRSC) since its
inception. We feel strongly that unless something is done to improve the sound of AM stations
AND the quality of AM receivers that AM broadcasting may become history.
When the voluntary NRSC standards were finalized, we immediately went to work "designing
in" these circuits into three new products; our mono PMC 400A and stereo SMP 900A limiters as
well as our inexpensive add on box, the SPF 300, which upgades older processors to the NRSC
standards. We cut our own profit margins to make the product affordable and used the money
that we did earn to promote NRSC through mailings to the broadcasters. We have kept careful
records of stations converting to NRSC and sent these lists to the NAB, FCC, and the receiver
manufacturers to PROVE that AM broadasters DO support the new standards.
As aresult of feedback from broadcasters like you, we took yet another step and petitioned the
FCC for rulemaking to make the implementation of the NRSC circuits part of the FCC AM
quality standards.
Nearly one thousand broadcasters have already converted and their feedback to us has been
very helpful. Many have raved about the improvement. IM distortions have been reduced
because NRSC filtering prevents frequencies above 10 kHz
from getting into their transmitters and antenna systems,
resulting in acleaner sound.
In the diagram, the shaded area shows the frequencies
removed by NRSC filtering. This is wasted energy since
typical receiver bandwidths prevent it from ever reaching
most speakers. Removing this "wasted" energy makes it
possible to put MORE modulation where it will do the most
good. The result is BETTER coverage. This is not speculation;
this is what our customers like yourself are telling us.

its

minute peak stored displays.

V. 10 dB/diy.
H: 10kHz/div.,
30011: resolution)

There is no longer any doubt that NRSC standards WILL improve sound and increase coverage.
But we must have better receivers so listeners can have AM sound that can compete with FM.
We believe that it will take FCC standards to guarantee that the needed receivers will be
designed and put on the market.
We urge you to join us by contacting the FCC and expressing your support. While you are at it,
call our toll free number now for more information on NRSC and our NRSC limiters. Better
sound AND COVERAGE is just aphone call away.
Sincerely,

datawople
AService

of DW, Inc

P.O. Box 30730
4827 Rugby Avenue, Suite 200
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Ron /Jones
President, CRL

(800) 368-5754 ( 301) 652-8822
11116
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to the real party and interest ...."
Patrick called such actions in the
renewal process "a very serio. - r
•i• Jblem"
Mass Media BureaL Chief _
ilser
said the Boozer case "appears to be most
egregious" but other cases are under investigation.
In addition to FCC sanctions such as
losing licenses, those found guilty face
criminal prosecution and fines of up to
$10,000 and five years impris ,.' ment for
each violation.

FCC Examines Renewal Abuse
by Alan Carter
Washington DC ... The FCC has
launched aspecial investigation into al!eged abuses of the renewal process
focusing particularly on an individual
believed responsible for dozens of applications whose propriety has been called
into question.
Commissioners voted unanimously at
a20 June meeting that the staff make a
final report and recommendation by the
end of 1988.
This is one of the first investigations to
come to light after the Commission
sought industry comment on suggestions to modify its petitioning practices.
Previously, comments filed in support
of Docket 87-265 generally supported
such changes, citing non-specific examples of abuse.
In the Boozer case, the Commission alleged that up to 100 applications in 73
communities— filed either on behalf of,
or with the assistance of Bernard Boozer,
president of Paradise Broadcasting and
Communications Systems—appeared to
have been filed using the names of fictitious persons as principals and/or as
consultants and advisors.
Multiple applications also may have
been filed for the same community of
license by applicants who were connected with one another, the FCC con-

tinued.
The Commissi.i,. stated that information sugg....ied that most of Boozer; applications were filed to obtain settlement
agreements, rather than a-tual construction permits. Boozer was assisted in the
filing of his applications by legal counsel, the FCC charged, and in some instances, the attorney was aprincipal in
applications that were apparently related
to Boozer.
Full support
Commissioners James Quell° and
Patricia Dennis endorsed the special investigation.

Greenwich CT ... NAB Chief Scientist
Tom Keller has left the association effective 22 July to become aconsultant with
Broadcast Technology Partners.
BTP announced that Keller will assist
in the implementation of the FMX stereo extension system of which he is codeveloper.
Keller became chief scientist for NAB
effective December 1987 after having
served as Science and Technology vice
president since October 1981. Keller had
been mentioned as acandidate for the
industry's test facility for advanced tele-
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The NR system
you just set and forget.
• A product of ANT
Telecommunications, Inc.
• No wasting time with
lining up — not even for
tape exchanges.
• Up to 118dB dynamic range
the widest dynamic range
available in any noise
reduction system today.

• No overshooting.
• No pre or post echo.
II Applications:
Cartridge machines
SIL
RPU
Reel-to- reels
Cassettes

telcom c4

• Over 15,000 channels
in use worldwide.

Silence by Design

• No breathing or pumping.

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS INC.
346 W. Colfax Street, Palatine, IL. 60067
Chicago (
312) 358-3330

vision development.
Keller said he will focus his attention
on helping broadcasters get on the air
with FMX.
Asked about his depature from NAB,
Keller said he has mixed feelings about
leaving. "The last seven years have been
a lot of fun, but I've got to do this. I
started it, and I've got to finish it."
Keller will work out of his Washingtonarea residence but coordinate with BTP's
Greenwich offices.
At the NAB, Keller's position of chief
scientist will be eliminated, according to
NAB Operations Executive VP John
Abel. However, Keller's departure will
leave vacant one position in the Science
(4r Technology department which will be
filled, Abel said.
FMX, designed to reduce the noise in

LL.
1 •

stereo reception and greater stereo coverage area over regular stereo signals, was
acquired from CBS and NAB last year by
13TP
Keller had been responsible for NAB's
interest in FMX through its subsidiary,
NAB Technology, Inc.
The FMX stereo system has been
adopted by several major broadcast
groups including CBS Radio, Gannett
and Buckley Broadcasting. The service
is presently heard on stations in Chicago,
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Detroit, Baltimore, Washington, DC, and Boston. It
will soon be in New York, Dallas, Fort
Worth, TX, Tampa, FL, and San Francisco.
For information on FMX, contact
Broadcast Technology Partners at
203-622-2804.

High performance
FM transmitters from
30 to 50,000 Watts.
Value and performance combined.
Powerful FM transmitters from TTC give
you the most Watts per dollar without
sacrificing performance or reliability. Clean,
uncomplicated design is the key.
Quality built to last. TTC gives you
reliability that is virtually maintenance free,
featuring conservatively rated components,
relay logic and full VSWR protection.
The acclaimed Model X Exciter. Each
TTC FM transmitter features the revolutionary Model X Exciter for smoother bass,
cleaner highs, and greater loudness.
Television Technology Corporation
P.O. Box 1385
Broomfield, CO 80020 ( 303) 665-8000

Television Technology Corporation

The quality is TTC.
• Field proven design
• Vacuum variable tuning
• Rugged quality construction
• Unequaled stereo performance

Distributed by

New York 516.) 832-8080

Tipped off
Boozer came to the attention of the
FCC staff as the sole stockholder and
president of Paradise. Paradise was the
only remaining applicant for an FM con (continued on page 14)

Tom Keller Exiting NAB for BTP

Silence is Golden and
less work with telcom c4
for RADIO and TV.
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"I hope this investigation and our comparative rent- val proceeding will send a
clear signal to all pai'4ies that we intend
to enforce the Commission's policies,"
Dennis said.
Commission Chairman Dennis Patrick
also supported the investigation and told
th. ,FCC staff to continue searching for
possible abuse.
;
le FCC will not tolerate the filing of
competing applications that are filed in
bad faith for the purpose of securing settlements," Patrick said, "rather than good
faith pursuit of the license, or applications
that contain intentionally false or misleading statements such as misstatements as

• Total customer support
• Two year warranty available

Tennessee (
615)689-3030
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WHY YOU SHOULD
PAY MORE FOR LESS.
Less phase jitter
caused by poorly
tracking tape, because the naturally
lubricated concave
guides gently position
the tape and allow
the cartridge
machine to pedOrm
(1111( il gliidance.

Less chance qt .the
cartridge cracking or
braking, because
the tough polycarbonate cover withstands
repeated use and
abuse. •

Less head weal;
tape steering and
modulation noise,
because there aren't
any pressure pads
to add friction.

Less tape noise
and signal toss with
our i00% lase&
inspected, high output, low noise tape _
which delivers better
firactency response
and keeps signal-tonoise ratio high, har'ironic distortion low

Less chance qf tape
destruction, because
our patented dynamic
tension control system
ensures proper tapeto-head contact, and
provides constant
tension to control
looping and 'mew

Less wow andflutter
or stop me overshoot.
because their.s' no
rotating hub to wear
out, 'tam or rattle.
The ScoichCa rt II ( .
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With broadcast cartridges, like everything else,
you get what you pay for. With ScotchCart-II cartridges,
you get arevolutionary design that delivers trouble-free
operation, superb sound quality and alife expectancy
that's second to none.
You also get the benefit of 3M's extensive audio
tape experience— over 40 years of successful innovation.
So if you measure acart's value by how much un-

compromising performance it provides in the long run,
talk to your professional audio dealer or local 3M sales
office about the advantages of the ScotchCart -II cartridge.
Or for afree sample, call International Tapetronics, 3M
Broadcasting and Related Products Department at 800447-0414. ( In Alaska or Illinois, call collect 309-828-1381.)
Because acheaper cartridge may be more trouble
than you can aflbrd.
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NRSC Rule Proposed
(continued from page 1)
was developed by the National Radio
Systems Committee and is in voluntary
use. The voluntary standard establishes
a75µsec preemphasis and a10 kHz stopband. To date some 800 AM stations have
voluntarily converted to the standard.
NRSC-2, the RF emission standard or
"RF mask" that addresses the signal
from the transmitter out, has astation's
signal parallel to the NRSC audio standard to 10 kHz.
The emission standards are more stringent than those currently allowed by the
FCC occupied bandwidth rules.
The FCC action came in response to

amandatory NRSC audio standard submitted by the NAB. NAB staff engineer
Stan Salek, coordinator for the NRSC,
was optimistic about the rule making, although somewhat hesitant about the
FCC having included the RF mask.
"It's what we've been waiting for," Salek said, but added, "We still don't think
we're ready to drop it ( NRSC-2) on the
broadcasters!'
Other positive comments came from
Glynn Walden, AM engineering manager for Group W and amember of the
NRSC. But he also had some reservations about including the transmission
standard.

FOR NEWS EDITING,

"We need to make the audio standard
law now, and we need to certainly consider the mask as astandard in the future Walden said. "It's very important
that we establish the audio standard and
it be written into law so that 75 ¡ sec be
the standard by which we build
receivers!'
Walden said while Group W would
support making the audio standard
mandatory now, it would support instituting the transmission standard "if
the mask is fair and equitable!'
Received interference
At the questioning of Commissioners
James Quello and Patricia Dennis, the
FCC staff said the proposal on received
interference should not be confused
with an idea to allow "negotiated

ON- AIR, AND PRODUCTION

interference"—aprinciple where stations
would accept interference for monetary
compensation.
The proposal included in the Commission's June action would allow increases
in signal strength within licensees' service contours, rendering service in that
area much more resistant to man-made
and natural interference, according to
the FCC.
While interference that would normally be expected to result from the
power increase would be accepted in
some of the expanded service areas, the
new signal strength will increase the
overall coverage of the affected station.
NAB's Salek declined to comment on
the proposal. "We're going to have to see
exactly how that's put together," he said.
Commission Chairman Dennis Patrick
said both proposals were the first step
toward improving the AM transmission
signal by reducing interference and adding signal strength.
"I would add also for you skeptics out
there that this item suggests that the
Commission will not shy away from the
adoption of technical standards where it
is demonstrated that we can advance the
public interest in aparticular area by doing so," Patrick said.
"We have by this item proposed atechnical standard which Ithink will go a
long way toward improving the quality
of the AM signal if it is ultimately
adopted."
Patrick added, "It's agood day for the
AM service!'
The comment deadline will be set
pending publication in the Federal Register. For information on the docket, contact Hank VanDeursen at the FCC, 202632-9660.
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(continued from page 5)
17. Iwas told that none had been filed
to date. A partner and Iimmediately prepared an application and filed it on
March 23.
Several weeks later we discovered another application had been filed on
March 15, afull week before my inquiry.
No action has been taken on our application yet. We can only assume it will be
dismissed when somebody discovers the
earlier application.
Idid call and ask about our $1,800 filing fee, which Iwas told was " nonrefundable:' The FCC staffer Ispoke
with said, "You pay your money and you
take your chances." If abusiness operated this way it would be considered a
racket and its owners would be thrown
in jail for ripping off the public.
Isn't it time the broadcast community
and the NAB join together and pressure
the FCC to operate more like abusiness
instead of the bumbling bureaucracy it
is?
Larry G. Fuss
Broadcast consultant
Opelika, AL

CHIEF ENGINEER
FOR COMBO
Full timer for class C FM
& 1 kW AM in Tucson, AZ.
Must have minimum of 5
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Contact Robert Malsbury
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MO Fitness Litigation Goes On
by Alan Carter
Washington DC ... The FCC has approved two RKO General Inc. renewal
application settlements but left unanswered an appeal on the group's fitness
as abroadcast licensee, all part of alitigation process that has been ongoing for
23 years.
After aclosed meeting 20 July, the FCC
announced approval of settlement agreements for WHBQ-AM in Memphis, TN,
and KHJ-TV in Los Angeles—deals that
will net RKO about $219 million.
"The approval will put the stations in
the hands of indisputably qualified licensees and avoid countless years of continued litigation before the FCC and the

court," the FCC stated.
Commissioner Patricia Dennis, however, dissented on the ruling, calling it
"unconvincing" and said it set "aworrisome precedent!'
RKO attorney Timothy Dyk said RKO
was "pleased" the settlements were approved and that the group "intends to
pursue similar settlements in other markets." Other settlements are pending in
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
Fort Lauderdale, FL, and New York, he
said.
The Commission did not make aruling on an appeal by RKO of an August
1987 ruling by an administrative law
judge who determined RKO not qualified to be an FCC licensee. The ruling is

pending, after oral arguments before the
Commission in April.
The agreements
In the WI IBQ settlement, the FCC dismissed RKO's renewal application and
approved aprocess through which Flinn
Broadcasting will acquire the Memphis
station.
The settlement granted First City Communications Inc. a mutually exclusive
application for aconstruction permit and
various auxiliary licenses. Flinn Broadcasting will acquire the physical and
other assets of WHBQ through acquisition of an RKO subsidiary. The settlement stipulated that First City will then
assign the license of WHBQ to Flinn.

IF TRANSMITTER FAILURE HAS
CAUSED YOU TO LOSE REVENUE,
LET US INTRODUCE OUR INEXPENSIVE
EMERGENCY TRANSMITTER.
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hat happens at your
station when your FM
transmitter goes down? Or ,
your studio transmission
link is disrupted? Or a
power loss at the transmitter site occurs?

0E1 has an inexpensive
solution. Our low-power
FM transmitter designed for
studio operation can
handle all these emergencies and keep you on
the air. In many cases
you'll retain the majority of
your audience simply because your studio is usually
located more central to
your market than your
transmitter site.
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OEI low-power FM transmitter located at your
studio site ...
Solve the problems caused
by an SIL or main transmitter failure ... and
do it on a modest budget.
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your station will gain
protection against lost
revenues and the
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A — Coverage using OEI
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B — Coverage using station's primary transmitter
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solid-state and are
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Virtually silent in operation,
all our transmitters are
available with either our
famous 675 synthesized
exciter or our all-new
model 695 synthesized
exciter.
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QEI CORPORATION
One Airport Drive
P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ 08094
Phone 609-728-2020
Toll-Free 800-334-9154

Under the agreement, Flinn will pay
RKO $525,000 and First City $ 225,000.
The second settlement—and one
much more lucrative for RKO—covers
the FCC's dismissal of RKO's renewal application for KHJ.
Walt Disney Co. will acquire control of
KHJ through Fidelity Television Inc., to
which the Commission granted amutually exclusive application.
Disney will pay RKO $218,625,000 and
Fidelity $105,375,000.
The action allows RKO to sell the
Memphis and Los Angeles stations at
substantially less than fair market value,
according to the FCC.
In her dissension, Dennis said, "By citing the length of these proceedings as a
reason for ending them, Ifear the Commission sends the wrong signal to station licensees—the way to avoid license
revocation is to prolong proceedings until the Commission loses its will to litigate further.
"If anything, the long and tortured history of these RKO proceedings is areason to see them through to afully and
finally litigated conclusion."
Dennis also said she was concerned
the FCC was compromising its integrity.
"It may also unwittingly undermine efforts to improve the renewal process,"
she added.
"If the objection is to the all-or-nothing
approach of the renewal process, then the
Commission should formally adopt sanctions short of revocation that are tailored
to the licensee misconduct in question!'
Back to ' 65
The RKO renewal case dates back to
1%5 when Fidelity Television challenged
RKO's license for KHJ-TV in Los Angeles, and in 1969 when two Boston
Groups challenged the group's license
for WNAC-TV there. RKO faced another
challenge for WOR-TV in New York.
The Commission denied RKO's
renewal for the three stations in 1980 because of corporate misconduct. The
agency found that RKO, with its parent,
General Tire and Rubber Co., and its sister subsidiaries, participated in an improper reciprocal trades program with
the FCC, and willfully withheld information on the WNAC proceeding.
A US Court of Appeals affirmed the
FCC's decision on WNAC but rejected
the New York and Los Angeles denials
and directed the FCC to conduct further
investigations.
The FCC awarded WNAC-TV to NETV
Inc., and the US Supreme Court
declined to review appeals of all three
rulings.
The FCC brought in the administrative
law judge, who eventually ruled RKO
not qualified to be alicensee in August
1987.
Nothing in the Commission's approval
of the settlement agreements for WHBQ
and KHJ prejudges the pending appeal,
according to the FCC.
For information from the FCC on the
case, contact the agency at 202-632-5050.
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• 100, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 W amplifiers.
• All front panel programmable, broadband.
• 2and 20 W STLs.
• 24 Hr. technical support on call.
• Credit/Leasing options available.
'text. Inc.
739 Fifth Ave.
TI.X 229882
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Processing the Politics p
4m
by Charles Taylor
Atlanta GA ... Broadcast technicians
covering the Democratic and Republican
conventions had enough new technology available to make it an intrigue.
But in large part they reasoned that if
methods of coverage worked in the past,
why retune?
In all, 229 radio stations and 45 groups
or networks were represented at the
Democratic convention here, from 18 to
21 July. Eighty-five foreign interests also
were present.
In less than amonth from teardown,
they have to be set up for the Republican convention, 15 to 18 August, in Ne‘\
Orleans.
The buzz among broadcasters ranged
from the debut of snazzy compact-aspossible equipment packages to complaints of leaner technical staffs than in
past convention years.
Meanwhile, applications of an extensive 1,063 mile fiber optics network
provided by local telephone carrier
Southern Bell added vast improvements
to the transmission of signals.
But in asense, not all that much has
changed in convention coverage for the
major radio networks who have streamlined production to incorporate new
technology into traditional methods of
coverage.
"I have done conventions this way for
more than 20 years without any major

For Some, Bringing Conventions to Air
Means Making Most of a Tight Operation
changes," said Ray Weiss, manager of
technical operations at NBC Radio, part
of Westwood One. "We have fiber and
the equipment is more modern with
lower noise and solid state, but beyond
that the logistics of this operation have
not really changed for us"

rConvention-

' Coverage—
What has changed, as aresult of Westwood's purchase last year of NBC Radio
and its previous ownership of Mutual
Broadcasting is the number of people
covering the convention between the
three interests. "We have less people
responsible for more things," Weiss said.
CBS also has cut personnel from its
technical staff, according to Gary
Scherer, aCBS technician at the convention. "We've had three people doing all
the wiring, pulling the cables, hooking
up all the equipment. It's been achore,"
he said. "We just didn't have the manpower to get everything ready in time."
Scherer attributed the delays, in part,
to cutbacks by the network. But he also
said it is aresult of hiring personnel to
wear too many hats. "The trend is not
having technical people do the work

Westwood One, On the Road
Atlanta GA ... "Have studio, will
travel," may not be an active slogan
for Westwood One.
Eut judging by the capabilities of its
new portable broadcast facility, one
could probably pretend it is and find
no one to argue the point.
Like many broadcast entities, Westwood is transporting equipment from
the Democratic convention here to its
Republican counterpart in New
Orleans.
Instead of wiping brows and pack -

Bob Demuth at the helm of one of Westwood's 10 editing stations.

ing up for home afterward, however,
the network will then cover the summer Olympic games in Seoul, South
Korea in September, followed by an
October Amnesty International concert in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
To accomplish the task in an organized manner, company officials
decided it would be sensible to design
aportable mini-studio that not only
could deliver every function generally
utilized in remote broadcasting, but
also one capable of being unpacked,
plugged in and on the air in awhisp.
"This is the year when we need it,"
said Warren Vandeveer, director of

operations and engineering for the
NBC Radio Networks, part of Westwood One. "We needed something
that could easily be set up again because of the close coordination of the
times. To get on the air, you can just
take the cover off one of these edit stations, plug the power in and feed the
line."
Included in the halfmillion dollar
package are two control studios and
10 editing stations linked by amaster
control room, -basically a full radio
station on wheels;' according to Bob
Demuth, the Westwood One consultant who designed the package, and
project engineer for the company's
convention coverage.
Equipment was assembled, in part,
from newer pieces on hand in Westwood and NBC Radio studios, which
Westwood bought out a year ago.
Demuth began packaging the pieces
in February—achallenge considering
it was to debut five months later.
The facility is encompassed in a41/
2'
by 2' by 3' case, which is set on top
of a table. Incorporated within 24"
home-made racks is athree speaker
assembly, an intercom station, an IFB
station, a50x25 Datatech master system routing switcher, a Pacific
Recorders & Engineering Stereomixer
and full patch field capability. Below
the rack are Otani full-patch MX-5050
Mark Ills.
Also included are an ITC tripledeck cart machine and Otani 50/50
reel-to-reel machine and processing
equipment.
Each of the 10 editing stations can
act as astandalone unit or they can
(continued on page 15)

anymore. They get anews person who
can do it and get two jobs out of one person."
Technical cutbacks at ABC were attributed to decisions on where adollar
is better spent, according to Horace
Easterling, the network's manager of
technical operations in Washington.
"It's economically feasible to buy another (satellite) line
from IDB (Communications) and feed
some of the stuff
directly to New York
and utilize our people up there to cut
the tape rather than
cut it on scene," he
said.
But while some
networks may be
cutting back, National Public Radio's
(NPR) presence at
the political conventions is expanding.
"We have more
people down here
this year, more
reporters, more editors and they're expected to do more coverage," said Kevin
Rice, technical director for NPR's election
unit.
How they worked
The organization operated from atrailer
at the convention with piecemeal equipment from its Washington headquarters.
"We spend alot more time on setting up
than most people because we build it
from scratch. It's almost like building a
control room in a trailer," he said.
That is likely to change, however, according to Rice. "This is the last year I
think we'll be able to do it this way. If
it continues to grow, we're going to have

to get something semi-permanent, perhaps atrailer that is built specifically for
large remote news operations."
Westwood One did something of that
sort with a new custom-made equipment package, which debuted at the
Democratic convention. The half-million
dollar package consists of 10 stand-alone
edit stations and two control room setups linked by a master control room.
Edit stations, designed by Westwood
engineering consultant Bob Demuth, are
"basically mini radio studios" in 41/
2'
by
2' by 3' cases, which
set on top of tables,
he said ( see related
story this issue).
"We were generic
in the way we put it
together," said Warren
Vandeveer,
director of operations and engineering for the NBC Radio Networks. "The
editing station took
into account the
needs that anyone
would have on the
road doing any sort
of production."
CBS Radio combined
packaged
equipment with some piecemeal, according to Scherer. "We brought down
over 100 boxes of equipment racks, tape
machines, cassette machines, amplifiers,
cart machines, boards and telephone
equipment," he said.
For the first time, the network also organized eight portable edit stations, consisting of aShure M267 mixer, an IFB intercom, Studer tape recorder, monitoring speakers, and cart machines for
recording and playback.
Each station weighs about 350 pounds
and costs between $25,000 and $30,000,
according to Rodney Olsen, the maintenance and contruction department
(continued on page 24)

IMPROVE YOUR FM SIGNAL
Last year, the F.C.C. created new rules which provide a practical
means for many FM Broadcasters to dramatically improve their
signals.
Now, OMEGA INTERNATIONAL has developed a system which
allows you to take full advantage of these new rules. If your FM station
suffers from multi- path, terrain shielding or other coverage problem ,
within your licensed contours, we can help.
OMEGA INTERNATIONAL's unique solution is a proprietary FM
Synchronous Repeater system. It's new, it's flexible, it's sensible, and
it works.
We don't have to tell you that improving your coverage will probably
bring new listeners and new sponsors. But, we should tell von that
OMEGA's complete solutions probably cost less than you think. Let's
talk about it. Call or write for all the details.
Call the Original...Call the Leader in Systems Engineering.

(_ _) OMEGA INTERNATIONAL
2691 Richter, Suite 116
Irvine,
92714 CSA
(714) 553-0564 Tele‘: 678641 CORI' 11Q
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Getting Along in Radio's Jungle
(continued from page I)
the wires," Polish said.
The station, which has covered conventions in the past and also planned to
be on-site in New Orleans for the Republican convention, aired five 90-second
special political reports during the day
and fed eight pieces for hourly newscasts
each of the convention's four days.
Then there's "Radio Jungle," anarrow
workspace nestled in the convention's
World Congress Center between the
auspicious quarters of The New York Times
and National Public Radio (NPR). Within
it are about 12 radio outlets, each assigned to unadorned, cement-floored 50or 60-square-foot work stations.
What's in Radio Jungle
"Radio Jungle was for radio stations
across the US that requested designated
space but didn't buy into alarger facility and weren't in some other arrangement," said Jim Howard, news director
of WDCB-FM in Glen Ellyn, IL, and one
of a crew of five representing Illinois
Public Radio at the convention.
"A lot of the commercial stations are
covering the convention in cooperation
with local TV stations, then working out
of hotel rooms. The ones here plan to do
some form of regular broadcasting that's
a little more aggressive than a single
reporter going back and filing once a
night," Howard said.
Illinois Public Radio sent up to 25 feeds
to its affiliates in the morning and afternoon for use throughout the day, and
also did local reports when requested by
affiliates.
"Some stations have asked us to call

in at times and localize material and talk
back to them," Howard said.
The network also rented its equipment
and afiber uplink it arranged through
convention floor neighbor NPR to four
public radio entitites: KQED-FM in San
Francisco; KBSU-FM in Boise, ID; and
KCRW in Santa Monica, CA; and Florida
Public Radio. Each of the four had its

ConventionCoverage

serious about news. They're very serious
about politics and we want to provide
serious coverage because we are aserious news station."
Equipment included four cassette
decks, acable TV monitor, microphones
and a two-line Comrex console with a
built-in mixer. "It's the second time the
console's been out the box," Tuthill said.
"We also used it for the US Open Golf
Tournament."

own personnel and broadcast coverage ranging from Morning Edition half hours to local delegate
reports.
For its coverage, Illinois Public Radio assembled athree-deck cart machine, Technics tape recorder, aRevox reel-to-reel and aphone coupler,
built into a Broadcast Electronics
4R50 board. It also brought aShure
FP 32 microphone mixer, "agreat lit- Pomp and pageantry at the Democratic convention
tle mic mixer, akiller mixer," Howard
The station also is covering the Repubsaid. Each of the stations using the
equipment also brought microphones
lican convention in New Orleans "out of
and field equipment.
fairness, balance," Tuthill said.
First-time coverage
WTAG-AM stereo in Worcester, MA,
also assigned to the Radio Jungle,
represented a station covering the national convention for the first time,
primarily because presidential candidate
Michael Dukakis is governor of their
home state.
"It's an important story for us," said
WTAG News Director Paul Tuthill. "People in Massachusetts tend to be very

It's Time for aChange
The unique structure of Gentner's Routing Distribution
Amplifier allows any combination of eight inputs to be routed
to any of the twenty-eight outputs. Audio connections are
via barrier strip and may be optionally pre- wired to
punchblock. Flexiblock, or other terminations. Bi color
LED's aid in setting the optimum input levels for best
headroom and signal-to-noise performance. The RDA
provides high quality, flexible audio distribution in a
compact, economical package.

The same equipment, but ...
Washington, DC, independent station
WHUR-FM brought asimilar package of
equipment: 'The same things you'd find
in an ordinary control room," said Chief
Engineer Ted Sims, such as cart machines, turntables, microphones, rackmounted tape machines and aconsole.

Delivery of such equipment, however,
differed from other small outlets covering the convention. The components are
housed in the station's mobile van,
which Sims drove from Washington. It
was the only such remote broadcasting
center at the convention.
The station aired from Atlanta 20
minutes a day live on "The Daily
Drama," a one-hour news magazine,
plus periodic feeds during the week. The
station sends its signal through asatellite hook-up with CBS.
Other stations also drove equipment
from their home stations to the
Democratic convention, such as WKLSFM. The Atlanta station is based five
miles from the hub of action.
"If there's any chance for the rock station in Atlanta to make astatement about
being in tune with what's happening in
our own back yard, then we should be
in the thick of it," said Jeff Jensen, part
of the wake-up crew for WKLS-FM,
which broadcast from the CNN Center.
The station broadcast from the location
from 5:30 AM to 7PM, including midday and afternoon news reports three
times an hour.
"It's good for the station to be part of
Atlanta. It only makes sense that this radio station should be in the midst of the
convention," said Jensen.
Increasingly, out-of-towners feel much
the same.
"We no longer need to look at the conventions ayear beforehand and say, 'No
problem, the networks will handle
these," a broadcaster said. "The network's role is diminished and the affiliate's role is obviously expanded. We've
got the capability."

Abuse Inquiry Under Way
(continued from page 8)
struction permit at Illion, NY.
During the proceeding, the presiding
judge added an issue to determine
whether Paradise had misrepresented
facts to the Commission concerning its
financial qualifications.
In his initial decision, the judge stated
that, in seeking to demonstrate his financial qualifications, Boozer misrepresented the value of parcels of real
property he owned and that one of
Boozer's properties was mortgaged
when he claimed it was not. In addition,
Boozer did not have title to another of
the properties which he claimed to own,

5TAri

according to the FCC complaint.
The judge denied Boozer's application.
The FCC charged that following this
finding, Boozer appears to have begun
filing applications using pseudonyms
and the names of various friends and
relatives.
The Commission directed the administrative law judge to complete the investigation by 1November so the staff can
provide the Commission with afinal report within calendar year 1988.
For information on the case, contact
Robert Zauner of the FCC's Mass Media
Bureau enforcement division at
202-632-6402.

Let us design asystem for your facility using our
n building block system: Stati-Cat
(SC-1), Crow's Nest (CN-1)
and Stati-Kitty ( SC-3). No
charge for design.
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Call Toll Free 800-732-7665

BRADLEY
BROADCAST
SALES
Where Service and Engineering Make the Difference
8101 Cessna Avenue • Gaithersburg. Maryland 20879-4177
MD & DC: 301-948-0650 • FAX: 301-330-7198
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Through the use of sharp, stainless steel points, the Stati Cat System
provides acontinuous low-resistance discharge path for the static electric
charge found on all tall structures. Designed for long life, dissipation points
are 1/8" type 304 stainless rod machine ground to needle sharpness. They
won't bend from ice and severe weather.
Write for afree brochure.
Also available from Corlana
Folded Unipole Antenna Kits
Ground Radial Wire Detectors

4001 LaPlata Highway
Farmington, NM 87401
(505) 325-5336
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NBC Radio Covers the Olympics
by Raphael Weiss

each venue to the IBC. As the holder of
broadcast rights in the US, we requested
that all of our audio circuits from commentator positions at the venues
through to our transmission room be no
less than 7.5 kHz.
This was not to be.
Working with the NBC-TV Olympic
group, we have been able to have 6.4 kHz
audio brought to our transmission room.

rooms (one with announce booth for
news) and a central work space with
desks to hold the computer terminals
supplying Olympic results.

New York NY ... In September 1984 I
began putting together plans for studio
space, equipment and manpower requirements for broadcasting the Games
Change in plans ...
of the XXIVth Olympiad on the NBC RaPlanning included the Democratic
dio Networks from Seoul, South Korea,
convention in July; the Republican conthis September.
vention in August and the XXIVth
As radio plans were developed with
Olympiad scheduled in September—all
the television network, mutual concerns
came to light. Transmission of signals between Seoul and New York would require two satellite hops. Power in Seoul
was not as sure and constant as it is in
the US, and long-distance, directdial
calls to New York would be expensive.
A new building was to be built in
Seoul for use as an office building and
theater when the Olympics were over.
/".e:
During the Olympics, the Korean BroadSeoul's skeletal IBC ( I), since completed, and two of Westwood's edit stations ( r).
casting System (KBS) would be the landlord providing broadcasters with space
Various scenarios were investigated to
in within months of each other.
and interconnects with venues scattered
transmit audio from Seoul to New York
But in August 198Z atotally new plan
throughout South Korea.
and to bring US dial tone to Seoul.
for the three events emerged. The NBC
A new Olympic Park was to be built
One involved sharing three T-1s with
Radio Networks were purchased from
in Seoul that would house the venues
television to provide their needs as well
GE/NBC by Westwood One.
for swimming, weightlifting, gymnasas ours. While these plans were underWorking together with Bob DeMuth
tics, fencing and avelodrome for biking.
going many variations and changes, confor Westwood, Dick Owen for Mutual
Other events in Seoul would take place
struction plans also were undergoing
and Warren Vandeveer for NBC Radio,
at the Seoul Sports Complex and at varchanges.
we were able to devise equipment packious university gymnasiums.
Along with the broadcast rights came
aging that would provide the broadcastMost of the venues were to be tested
space in the IBC. This had to be divided
ing needs of the two political convenduring the 10th Asian Games scheduled
among the different NBC departments:
tions and the summer Olympics.
for September 1986. Imade my first trip
Olympic Sports, TV News, TV O&O stato Korea during these Games.
tions, Skypath, control rooms, studios,
We found the International Broadcast
computers, maintenance shops, elecCenter (IBC) to be asteel skeleton. Secutronic journalism and the Radio Network.
rity was tight. Our hosts were most anxAfter numerous floor plan changes,
ious to hear of our needs and do what
we settled on space on the second floor.
they could to accomodate us.
There we have designed two broadcast
Fiber cable was being installed from
studio/control complexes, three tape edit

Plans had been underway to interconnect all US based facilities with T-ls. But
then, fiber links were ordered between
the Staten Island Teleport, NBC Radio in
NY and Mutual Radio in Arlington.
IDB Communications was called on to
provide the T-1 Service from Atlanta for
the Democratic convention, New
Orleans for the Republican convention
and Seoul for the Olympics to the
Teleport, for the cleanest digital audio
service available. The final packages to
support this distribution system took
shape.
All elements of the support system
would be mounted in Anvil road cases
for ease of shipping and set-up. Cabling
was pre- measured and of varying
lengths to accommodate the three summer '88 applications and any future use
at concerts or news events.
The nuts and bolts
The heart of the operation is a Datatek D-2000 50x25 Audio Routing
Switcher. Mounted in its road case are
input and output panels with XLR connectors and screw terminals, ADC minijack fields (48 x4) with punch down
blocks, 24 Telabs 4008 equalizers and appropriate power supplies.
Edit stations were designed to be
stand-alone production studios. Each
unit has built into it an ITC Delta RIP cartridge machine, aPacific Recorders & Engineering Stereomixer, an Otan iMX5050111 reel-to-reel tape machine, aData(continued on page 16)

Radio Station On Wheels
(continued from page 13)
be interconnected.
"We were generic in the way we put
it together," said Vandeveer. "The editing station took into account the needs
that anyone would have on the road doing any sort of production. We have the
ability to mix a number of sources together, to go from either cassette-tocart
or reel-to-cart or cart-to-reel. Whatever
you want to do!'

Power Hike
(continued from page I)
In proposing Class C3 at 25,000 W, the
Commission estimated that 200 to 300
Class A stations in Zone II would meet
the Class C3 station-to-station separation
distances and would be eligible to upgrade.
The Commission also said there may
be a number of communities, particularly in the West, where the larger station' allotment classifications (Classes C,
O and C2) are precluded from use and
where the Class C3 might make additional allotments possible.
Comments filed with the FCC on apetition from Petaz Communications
generally supported the expanded service, although some questioned whether
protection standards would provide
sufficient interference relief.
For information on the power hike and
Class C3 proposals, contact Jay Jackson
or Bernard Gorden of the FCC's Mass
Media Bureau at 202-632-9660.

For the two political conventions,
Westwood also installed its own key telephone system, so that it not only is
capable of audio production but also
telecommunications.
The packages for Seoul and Buenos
Aires will differ slightly, Demuth said.
For example, the telephone system won't
be utilized in Seoul; the Koreans provide
it for broadcasters. However, intercom
capability is available and will be used
in Seoul, but not in Atlanta or New
Orleans.
Maintaining the facility in any setting
apparently is relatively simplistic. For the
conventions, Westwood's operations
team consists of two maintenance technicians from Mutual; convention coordinators from NBC and Mutual; Vandeveer and Demuth.
And transporting the 8,000 pounds of
equipment involved in making the studio operative is among the easiest tasks,
according to Demuth. "It was made for
roadwork, so it's all easily transportable
with wheels and everything else on the
roadcase."
That is fortunate, since Vandeveer said
that the portable studio will see alot of
use within its lifetime between the Westwood companies: NBC Radio, Mutual
Broadcasting and Westwood One.
"The whole key to the thing is just being able to deploy it so that you have the
whole facility in roadcases," he said. "In
order to meet the timetables and to get
things shipped, everything's got to be
able to be set up and broken down easily. That's the concept behind all of this!'

Acontinuation of Harris' solid-state FM exciter tradition.
THE-I, Harris' fifth generation solidstate FM exciter, is built on long experience and designed to provide top
performance in any FM transmitter.
Rated at 55 watts RF output for today's
applications, THE- 1also offers flexibility for easy retrofit in older FM
transmitters.

à Ultra- linear, low noise direct carrier
modulated oscillator for cleanest stereo
and multiple SCA sources.

THE-1provides the features you want
for top FM performance, including:

11 Full capability
operation.

• Two RF power ranges: 15 to 55 watts
or 3 to 15 watts output.
• Low profile, slide-out drawer construction (seven inches of rack space).
• Two wideband (composite), two SCA,
one monaural and one test input.

15

• Broadband modular output amplifier. No tuning required!
II Comprehensive metering, status and
control functions. Remoteable.
for stand-alone

To learn more about THE- 1, phone us
today: TOLL FREE 1- 800- 4- HARRIS,
Extension 3013. Or write: Harris Broadcast Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy,
IL 62305-4290.
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Covering The Games
(continued from page 15)

capable of allowing four different audio
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feeds
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ment packages will be divided for ship-
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time.

necessary power

supplies, cabling, splitters and stations.

Ray Weiss is Manager, Technical Opera-

The 1FB requirements are built around

tions NBC Radio Network and can he con-

an RTS 4010 central unit. This will be

tacted at 212-237-2629.

Otani 2-Track Bound for Seoul
by Tom Burrows
Industrial Sales Engineer
Otan iCorp.
Belmont CA ... It would be afair assessment to say that one of the goals any
manufacturer of professional audio equipment strives to attain is to have its products
recognized within the industry with respect
to the quality of performance, reliability and
value.
Otan ihas been fortunate to have the MX5050 series of products perceived in such
a favorable light since they were first introduced.
One of the more notable successes has
been with the 2-track products. The first
in the line was the MX-50502SH, which
was introduced in 1975.
Next, in 1978 the MX- 5050-B and MK112were introduced as the " new workhorse."
The " B" was astandard upright configuration while the MKII-2 was aconsole with
overbridge version.
Over the next five years, some nine
thousand of the " 13" machines were sold.
The current edition of the " B" machine,
now called the MX-5050B1I, was introduced in 1983 with the MKI11-2 console
version soon following.
With updated performance and features,
users demanded them for their ease of use
and the quality of material they produced
while the engineers servicing the machine
appreciated the high reliability and ease
of service.
As aresult, there have been over 17,000
of these recorders purchased to date.
These machines offer three speed operation ( 3.75, 7.5 and 15 ips), 10 1/
2 "reel size

capacity, active balanced inputs and outputs and front panel record adjustments.
Other features include elapsed tape time
counter ( in hours, minutes and seconds),
switchable IEC/NAB equalization, switchable ± 4 dBm/-10 dBV operating levels,
built-in test oscillator, van-speed and headphone output among others.
These recorders have found popularity
in mobile as well as fixed installations. A
case in point is the utilization by Westwood
One of twelve MX- 5050 series two tracks
for use at the Summer Olympics in Seoul,
South Korea.
Separate production/editing facilities are
set up and are used for the assembling of
material for broadcast.
Program from avariety of sources, such
as announcer microphones, satellite feeds
and roving reporters, is edited on open reel
recorders and then bounced down to carts
for eventual playback over the air.
For such an event as the Olympics, the
equipment is kept in constant use. It is not
unusual to clock eighteen hours of use per
day of an event.
In selecting Otan imachines, Westwood
specifically cited their high performance
value and reliability, compact design and
affordability.
The first trial Westwood One put the
machines through was the Democratic National Convention, where seven of the
machines went virtually straight from the
box into use. They performed without a
hitch.
To date, Westwood One has expressed
nothing but a high level of satisfaction in
its choice of tape machines.
Otan iis glad to be part of the team.

The Aphex 10<>4 Audio Interface
That's what the ElectroVoice
unconditional warranty means
to us broadcast microphones.
It's tough being abroadcast microphone. You get dropped, smacked into
walls, rainsoaked, sunbaked, bumped by
gesturing hands, and flung unceremoniously
into equipment cases. Bruises, scrapes, and
contusions are all in the day's work.

The EV Warranty: New life for
broken microphones:
Those of us who are ElectroVoice broadcast mics can at least look forward to some T.L.C.
applied by the skilled hands of EV service experts — at no cost whatever,
if we're less than two years old.
And, whatever our age. EV mics are protected against acoustic system

There are lots of audio interfaces available, but none have audio
performance that measures up to Aphex standards. Which is why
we designed the Model 124.
Like all Aphex products, the 124 features superb audio
performance. All inputs and outputs, in both directions, are active
transformerless, i.e. fully buffered. High level outputs are servobalanced to allow full level regardless of grounding downstream.
Hum, RF and input noise rejection are very high, while self- noise
and distortion are almost non-existent. Dynamic range is 99dB!
The self- powered 124 gives you two channels up and two
channels down in a sturdy, all metal package that fits in a half- rack
space. Recessed front panel controls allow ± 6dB adjustment of
the balanced output level. A front panel pushbutton provides
instant 600 ohm termination. The power/clip indicator will flash red
when the balanced output is 5dB below clipping.
Put the 124 to work in your station today. Call or write for
additional information and the name of your nearest dealer.
AMC( SVMIS LTD.

malfunctions due to workmanship or material defects — with afew qualifications, of course.
But what if you're not an ElectroVoice microphone? Well, tough, pal.
And better luck in your next recycling.

Introductory Special
$25 Aphex Audio Interface Rebate

—:»—

Purchase an Aphex Model 124 Audio Interface by June 30, 1988

The incomparable EV loan-for-trial policy
Another great thing about being an EV broadcast microphone: we get
frequent auditions for new, challenging roles. Any qualified user or buyer of
professional microphones can take us out — from an EV professional dealer —
to see how we perform. Without charge or obligation.
Is it any wonder we ElectroVoice broadcast mics are so popular?
We give you peace of mind, hacked by the industry's strongest warranty.
Plus risk-free trial. Can you blame us for feeling abit, ah, superior?

and get a $25 rebate from Aphex. To receive your rebate, send a
copy of your invoice, this form and the completed warranty card to:
Aphex Systems Ltd., 13340 Saticoy St., North Hollywood, CA 91605.
Allow four to six weeks to receive your rebate.
Narre

Title

Facility

Address

ElectreVoice°

o MARK IV company

City

State

Zip

Aphex Systems Ltd. • 13340 Saticoy Street • North Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 765-2212 • TWX: 910-321-5762

BROADCAST/PRODUCTION MICROPHONES

Rack mount kits available Limited to domestic sales and two per facility

Quality- made in the U.S.A. since 1927
Circle Reader Service 39 on Page 24
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WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR REAL . . .
TEST US FOR THE BEST

Cobalt Tape Cartridges by Menu®
FREE OFFER

Recommended Test Procedures

A sample kit of Dynamax Cobalt Cartridges consisting of 1 each of 7C
seconds, 1 each of 3.5 minutes,
1 each of 5.5 minutes is
available for the asking.
Your request should
be submittei on
your station
letterhead, signed
by the Chief
Engineer. the
General Manager,
or Program/
Production
Director.
Send request
to:

1. Careftey clean & degauss cartridge
machine heads & drive surfaces.
2. Set recorder head az .muth,
b as & equalization to
optimize the performance of the cartridge under test.
3. Compare various
lengths of the
same cartridge
type for stereo
phase,, level uniformity,
noise & distortion
performance.
4.. Starting with Step No. 1
above, test other brands
of cartridges.
5. Compa -e results.

DYNAMAX
P.O. Box 1487
Richmond, IN
47375

ATLAN7A, GA
(404) 964-1464

CHICAGO, IL
(312) 470-0303

LOS ANGELES, CA
(818) 843-5052

DALLAS, TX
214) 423-8667

RICHMOND, IN
( 317) g62-8596

RICHMONC HILL, ONTARIO ( 416) 7:31-3697

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. BOX 1487 • RICHMOND, IN 47375

The FULL SERVICE Broadcast People

Technics
The lecrPnd started with the SL-P1200, followed professionally by
the SC-P1200X. Now, the latest in a proud series... THE

SLP1300

TECHNICS LATEST
& CERTAINLY
THEIR
GREATEST!

• 8 times

oversampling
• 4 digital-to-analog

converters
• ± 8dBm professional XLR
connectors

• ± 8% speed control
• Autocues to first audio

• 3" & 5" CD formats with no
requirement for adaptors

• Optical & coaxial digital outputs

• No-compromise, totally professional player

• Joy wheel for precise 0.1 sec. cue

ALLIED

will have the first units available this fall— get yours on order today!

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

RICHMOND, INDIANA

USED EQUIPMENT DIVISION

404-964-1464

317-962-8596

317-962-1471

BROADCAST SYSTEMS DIVISION

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

DALLAS, TEXAS

818-843-5052

214-423-8667

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

312-470-0303

206-838-2705

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA

ALLIED

714-752-6664

Broadcast Equipment

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT DIVISION

P.O. BOX 1487 •

317-962-8596

FAX 317-962-8961

NIGHTS WEEKENDS EMERGENCY
416-731-3697

317-935-0455

RICHMOND, IN 47375

Join Our FAX Network • Prompt Response on Your RFQs

Log In

Bulletin Board Modem

317-935-0531
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Using the Function Generator
by Thomas

L. Vernon

Harrisburg PA ... Many stations continue to use asine wave generator for all
of their troubleshooting and testing.
While "Old Faithful" continues to have
a place on the workbench, a function
generator has advantages over it in many
applications.
In its most basic form afunction generator puts out sine, square, and triangle
waves, or functions. More elaborate
models also include step, pulse and sawtooth waveforms, provisions for sweep,
AM or FM modulation and aTTL level
output. Bench and battery powered
portable models are available.
Function generators have a much
wider frequency range than audio oscillators, typically 1Hz to 1MHz, with an
even wider range on the more expensive
models. This expanded range gives the
function generator applications in RF,
digital and video in addition to audio.
But before you rush off to heave your
old RC oscillator into the dumpster, you
should realize that the function generator has its limitations as well as its
strengths.
Because the function generator is more
of auniversal instrument, waveforms are
not as clean as would be expected from
an application-specific instrument.
This is especially true of the sine wave
output. On most function generators the
sine output is derived from the triangle
function.
The result is distortion levels of 1% to
2%, sometimes worse. The distortion
level also varies with frequency. Obviously such adevice would not be agood
choice for proof of performance measurements.
Because of the way function generators
make waves, their stability and frequency accuracy is as good as you'd get
from their RC counterparts.
Thus the dial of the function generator can only be used as arough guide
to frequency. Reach for the frequency
counter if more precise measurements
are needed.
The specifications of triangle and
square waves are very good in the audio range. Performance begins to deteriorate at the higher frequencies, typically
above 80 KHz. Symmetry may stray
from 50%, square waves will be rounded
off and triangle waveforms will have amplitude shifts.
One of the areas where function
generators really shine is amplitude
linearity. Typical outputs only vary
by a few millivolts over the 1 Hz to 1

MHz range.
If asweep function is available, the frequency response of asystem can also be
observed on an oscilloscope display.

r- Station
I Sketches
Applications of a function generator
around the station are numerous so we'll
only mention a couple of them here.
Even an inexpensive generator can put

atransmitter through its paces.
The triangle function can be used to
optimize the modulator bias in AM
transmitters. This is done by observing
the demodulated waveform of a10 kHz
signal on the scope.
Starting from zero bias is increased until all traces of crossover distortion disappear. On the scope, crossover distortion shows up as non-linearities in the
triangle waveform.
The square wave function can be used
to check bandwidth and phase shift of

With an MRC-1600 and the Dial Access/Voice
Response option, you can monitor and control your
transmission facility through any DTMF telephone.
When you're away from the studio during an
emergency that can't be resolved by the duty
operator, you're not away from the ability to correct
the situation. The Dial Access/Voice Response
always keeps your MRC-1600 within reach.

Tom Vernon, aregular RW columnist, divides his time among broadcast consulting,
computers and instructional technology. He
can be reached at 717-249-1230.

Changes in status or telemetry data that induce an
alarm will trigger the DAVR to notify up to nine
predetermined phone numbers. After password
acceptance, adigitally-synthesized voice reports all
unacknowleged alarms. The 32 Command outputs, 16

Status and 16 Telemetry inputs found in astandard
MRC-1600 Remote Control System can be accessed
from the DTMF keypad.
MRC-1600 PC Control Terminal Software is
available as an add-on option. Connecting to an RS- 232
serial interface on the DAVR option, the PC Control
program emulates an MRC-1600 Control Terminal with
CRT and Automatic Logging features. Multiple sites
can now be monitored and controlled with stand-alone
MRC-1600 Remote Terminals. Call Moseley
Marketing for free PC Control demo disk.
The DAVR option is available as afactory installed
option in MRC-1600 units or as afield retrofit kit.

Call for demonstration 1-800-338-4219
'Access to 1»11 .
R demonstration requires password and operating
instructions. Call Moseley Marketing at 805-963-9621.ffir details.

Call for FREE
PC Control Demo
805-968-9621

• Accessible throue any DTMF
phone
• Digitallysynthesized voice
reporting
• Passwords prohibit
unauthorized control

'or major NYC market FM station. Applicants should have in-depth experience
with competitive audio processing systems, plant design and installation, and RF
systems. Digital experience very helpful.
The successful candidate for this position

• Dial access control lockout
• Automatic alarm reporting

will possess a driving desire to succeed in
the marketplace and be able to interface
with like-minded professionals. This is a
hands-on position.
Competitive salary with excellent fringe
benefits. General Class License or SBE Certification required. Send resume to:

EOE/M/F

by comparing input and output waveforms in the areas of tilt and
overshot.
While the function generator will not
replace the coventional oscillator in all
applications, its versatility should make
it awelcome addition to the engineer's
test bench.

The Dial Access/Voice Response
keeps your MRC-1600 within reach.

CHIEF ENGINEER

General Manager
P.O. Box 7100
New York, N.Y. 10150

a system,

• RS-232 interface
• Unlimited vocabulary

Moseley

Moseley
Associates
Incorporated

111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA
93117-3093
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a
Flow General
Company

Phone 805 968 9621
Telex 658448
FAX 805 685 9638

Ron Gaier. Chief Engineer
WHIO-AM-FM-Dayton. Ohio.
Cox Broadcasting.
Newscaster Dawn Matthews on the Auditronics 212 in WHIO-AM news studio.

"Reliability
makes
Auditronics
boards winners
with us",

Jim Jones on the Auditronics 224 in WHIO
production.

says WHIO AM- FM chief engineer Ron Galen "Our job in engineering is to keep the
station on the air, so our three Auditronics consoles' record of zero failures makes me
very happy."
-When we renovated three years ago, I
insisted on enough input capacity so
every signal source could have its own channel with no switching or patching. So we
bought the 224 for production and on-air, and the 212 for news. This also gives us the
flexibility to easily reconfigure the boards as our needs change."
"We got everything we wanted from Auditronics through our dealer Allied,
including timely delivery which was critical to us then."
"Based on our trouble-free experience with the Auditronics 200 series thus
far. I'd buy them again tomorrow."
If you'd like to know more about why Ron Gaier specifies Auditronics
consoles, call toll-free 800-638-0977 or circle reader service number.

eauditronicf.

inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis. —N38118
901-362-1350

Circle Reader Service 49 on Page 24
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Blueprinting Older Equipment
by Bill Higgs
Louisville KY ... Iregularly receive, as
do most of you, aweighty pile of magazines, flyers and literature, each touting
the latest in broadcast equipment.
These state-of-the-art boxes are beautiful to behold, have specs that look like
an audiophile's dream, and can be yours
for "Less than you think" (friendly terms
available).
Imust also confess to being like akid
in acandy store when in the display area
at trade shows. Nothing like some new
toys to brighten up things back home.
Alas, they can also be yours for "Less
than ...."
Many of us are able to acquire afew
such "toys" each year, even if the budget
is restricted. Some of us, however, must
be content to maintain older equipment
and enjoy the pretty catalog pictures.
It is also by keeping the older stuff going that we stretch the budget enough
to obtain the occasional new box.
Worn and outdated
There are three main problems with
aging equipment. The first is plain old
wear-and-tear deterioration. Like engineers, certain parts age over time. The
equipment no longer meets its original
factory specs.
The second problem is obsolescence.
The unit may perform exactly as
designed and still be a turkey when
compared to the newest equipment.
Running digital audio through some old

tube boards is like hooking aFerrari to
ahay wagon.
The third problem is aesthetic. Older
equipment looks like older equipment.
To most DJs old means substandard.
And if the equipment seems below par,
chances are the jock's performance will
be too.

r
BottomLine-

LBroadcasterWhen deciding what to do with that
ancient console or tape machine there are
several important questions you can ask.
Are the design specs adequate? If so,
does it simply need restoration? Can I
still get the parts at areasonable cost? Is
the circuit design so old as to require a
complete redesign?
Let's first consider apiece of equipment for which the basic design is
sound. The major task is to restore it to
the original specifications. Auto racing
enthusiasts have a name for this—
"blueprinting."
Begin blueprinting aunit by considering what components have likely deteriorated. Tubes are an obvious consideration, but in my humble opinion tube
equipment is obsolete in the studio.
Either remodel or scrap it (I'll probably catch it over this one). If your opinion of "fire bottles" is higher than mine,
test and replace any tube of dubious
quality. Watch especially for excessive
noise, poor emission and microphonics.

The second major component to consider is the lowly capacitor. Over time
electrolytics become leaky, both electrically and physically. A leaky electrolytic
looks to the circuit as a smaller value
with aresistor in parallel.
Replace all electrolytics as amatter of
principle! Use the next higher value for
the filter if it will fit. If the cap is low voltage, replace it with a tantalum type.
Discs and tubulars are less suspect but
Iprefer to replace anything that isn't
mica or ceramic.
Resistors can, and do, fail—usually by
going high in value. Look especially for
anything that looks as though it has been
hot.
Resistors in bias circuits are particularly critical as they set the operating
point of the transistor or tube. Check the
value of these even if they look OK.
Plate current
Extra current in the plate or emitter circuit translates into extra noise, loss of
headroom and potential failure.
If the unit uses standard carbon resistors, replace them with carbon film lownoise types if possible. While you are at
it, find out why it failed.
Several other things need to be considered when blueprinting. Replace anything which is obviously broken: stitches,
meter glass, connectors, indicator lamps.
Install a 150V MOV across the line
while you have the cabinet open and
connect an appropriate value across the
power supply output.

21

Clean out the chassis with acommercial spray product. Clean the faders, or
if carbon pots are used, replace them.
The rule here: if it looks suspicious, replace it!
Here are some less obvious suggestions. If the unit contains single-hole
mount transiormers, rotate them for
minimum noise and hum.
Any transistor which has been subjected to excess current may lose some
gain and pick up some noise. In apushpull audio stage, check to see that DC
voltages are equal.
Loose grounds are afrequent problem
in older equipment, particularly when
circuit boards are used. This problem
can result in hum and/or RFI.
Clean edge connectors with apencil
eraser and burnish round push-on connectors with asmall strip of crocus cloth.
If the board is grounded through an
aluminum spacer the fix is slightly more
involved. Remove the circuit board, tin
the contact area with solder, use anew
toothed lockwasher and reassemble.
After blueprinting the unit do a
"proof" on it. Check to make sure that
it meets the original factory specs. Make
any internal adjustments necessary, according to the manufacturer's guidelines.
If the equipment is now adequate for
your use, fine. Sit back and enjoy acup
of coffee. If not, however, the next step
is upgrading.
Bill Higgs has been CE for WXLN/WFIA
for six years and has also done station consulting work. He has aPhD. in Theology
which helps explain his patience with small
market radio. He can be reached at
502-5834811.

Splatter matters.
Splatter is aform of radio interference that
can drive listeners away from AM radio. It creates
distortion in your signal, wastes transmitter power
on undesired sidebands and interferes with other stations.
Even with an NRSC audio filter, misadjustment of the
transmitter or audio processing equipment can still
produce an RF spectrum that can exceed NRSC or
FCC limitations.
That's why routine monitoring of your station's RF
spectrum is amust. But it doesn't mean you'll have to
bust your budget on aspectrum analyzer. It just means
you need the rugged SM-1 AM Splatter Monitor from
Delta Electronics.
For just $ 2,150 you can now accurately measure
your transmitter's spectral output, monitor transmitter
IPM levels and make adjustments to improve clarity.
An external audio input helps identify splatter sources.
The Splatter Monitor's unique offset feature tunes
spectral segments for closer examination 10 kHz to

100 kHz away from the carrier. Unlike aspectrum
analyzer, you can listen to the front panel speaker or
your own headphones as you measure splatter levels
on the front panel meter. The Splatter Monitor also
has an alarm output to drive your remote control.
In this day and age where splatter matters,
monitoring it doesn't have to cost you afortune.
To find out more about the new Delta Splatter
Monitor, call ( 703) 354-3350, or write Delta Electronics,
Inc., 5730 General Washington Drive, P.O. Box 11268,
Alexandria, VA 22312.
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The Aboye Standard
Industry Standard.
DELTA ELECTRONICS
•••

1988 Delta Electronics. Inc.
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Odds and Ends for Producers
by Ty Ford
Baltimore
MD ... This
month's
Producer's File breaks away from the
guided tour of production music
libraries. The tour will continue with a
report on the AirCraft music library and
others within a month or so.
Some of the people who own these
libraries have told me they've found the
explanation tables published as part of
each article make handy quick reference
sheets.
Some have been plastic-coated and
wall mounted while others have been
taped down on the inside cover of the
manual which accompanies the library.
There is afile in my word processor ti-

tled "Odd ez Ends." In this file are stored
facts and figures which, while important, do not require afull column to discuss.
The most recent addition to the file
is a product from Otani. It is the EC201 Handheld Time
Code Reader. Weighing in at 1.2 lbs.
and relatively small
(1.5" x4.2" x5"), the
EC-201 is a compact time code reader
which receives SMPTE/EBU longitudinal
time code, reads it, reshapes it ( if
necesary), displays it and sends it
out.
Otan ihas designed the unit to be
powered by aplug-in power supply or

four enclosed "AA' cells. Included is a
belt clip for portable use.
On the set
Ed Bannon is DE and one of owners
of Taj Sound Works, asoundstage where
they work on Foley
r -s
— and sync sound for
feature films. Work is
currently being done
there on aSpielberg
documentary about the making of Roger
Rabbit.
With some humor, Bannon was impressed that any device with SMPTE
could cost less than $1,000, and considers it, "apretty no-nonsense unit." In
addition to its ability to read and reshape

rProduc e
File

THE DESIGN WILL I
NSPIRE You.
THE NAME WILL I
MPRESS You.
THE PRICE WILL CONSOLE You.
UREI has some consoling news for stations with ideas that are
bigger than their budgets: our superior line of broadcast consoles put abetter on-air board within your reach.
All nine of our 5, 8or 12 mixer consoles offer the design and
performance features your on-air staff and engineers are after.
At aprice general managers only dreamed of before.
Working jocks and announcers helped us lay out acontrol
panel that puts you instantly at ease. Phone jacks are logically
placed. Recessed push buttons and gold-contact rocker
switches operate surely, quietly. Cueing and monitoring are
simple, yet versatile. Plus, you choose the attenuators—Penny
and Giles faders, Shallco or conductive plastic pots.
We consulted station engineers to bring you consoles that
perform reliably, adapt easily and install quickly, without special tools or accessories. Hinged panels allow fast access to
plug-in cards and circuitry. And no other consoles in this class
can deliver greater head room, lower noise or less distortion.
Built-in flexibility plus optional accessories such as our copy
stand and turntable preamp mean any UREI console can adapt
to your station's special on-air needs. Standard features include
monitor, cue, headphone amp and cue speaker. Reliability is
built-in too. Because UREI has been researching and advancing
broadcast products for over 25 years.
UREI Broadcast Consoles. Why make do with less when you
can afford to move up to more? Learn more about our 1650,
1680 and 1690 Series by contacting your UREI dealer today

IBL Prote,sional
ei 5(10 Balboa Boulevard
Northodge CA gl 32 4

time code he thinks the EC-201 acts as
agood buffer if you're feeding more than
one machine.
Grounding irregularities can cause
machines to scramble or lose track of
time code. Some time code synchronizers will lock to anything, but that
doesn't mean a good lock.
If the time code is not stable the slave
machine will create wow and flutter as
it tries to make sense out of ascrambled
time code. These problems are minimized because the inputs and outputs
of the EC-201 are balanced.
Bannon uses aNagra TC recorder for
some of his work. The TC designation
refers to the ability of the machine to record and playback time code. Even
though the Nagra has a SMPTE LCD
display, Bannon uses the EC-201 because
of its light weight, small size and LED
readout.
The EC-201 also comes in handy for
troubleshooting. By working your way
back up the SMPTE chain and checking
the readings you can quickly find which
piece of equipment or cable is causing
time code problems.
Wayne Wagner of Sprocket Systems,
the sound rerecording and editing part
of Lucas Films, has put several EC-201's
into service. His people use them in the
field, in less technical areas where editors need to find and list takes on 1/4"
magnetic tape and 35 mm magnetic
striped film. Like Bannon, he keeps one
in the toolbox to troubleshoot malfunctioning SMPTE systems.
Putting it to work
The EC-201 is capable of reading time
code or user bits at 1/20 to 60 times normal play speed which allows the unit to
stay locked during varispeed play, cueing, fast forward and rewind.
The unit we tested out of the box required aminor EQ adjustment to keep
up with the 1" video machine to which
it was connected when that machine was
put into fast forward. This is a front
panel adjustment and is well documented in the manual.
A drop frame indicator, run indicator
and hold button are also on the front
panel. The hold button freezes the last
time code word or user bit until it is
pressed again.
The rear panel contains the XLR input
and output, the 9V power supply input
jack and the off/auto off/on switch. In
the auto off mode, the LED display
on the front panel turns off anywhere
from a user adjustable two to 12 seconds after the last time code is received.
This feature greatly lengthens the
projected 40 hour continuous life of
the four 'AA' 1.5 V alkaline batteries. If
the external DC supply fails, the EC-201
automatically switches to battery operation. '
The well thought out manual includes
schematics and appendices for modifying the Otani MTR-90I, MTR-90II, MTR10/12 and MIR200 tape machine by
(continued on page 24)

Now . . .
1-800 Number from
ANYWHERE

1-800-622-0022
To Allied Offices
EVERYWHERE
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TECHNICS TURNTABLES AND
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS NOW IN STOCK!
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We doubled our volume with TECHNICS in 1987
Now we are receiving larger allocations
to serve you better
All Technics Turntable
Models available for immediate delivery, call for competitive prices.
SLP-1300 Compact asc
Players on order! Cal: Today to Reserve Yours!
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UREI 1683 AUDIO CONSOLE
.._.:111-11118484aiempumeinsie,..

As shown with free monitors
12- Channels only . . .

$5,446.00
$7,346.00

QUARTZ SYNTHESIZER
CONTROLLED DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE
SP- 25

TTC/Wilkinson Model X FM Exciter $5,395.00
Available for Demo.

STILL THE BEST! ORBAN AM OPTIMOD
Call for the right model to suit your present requirements.
All models upgradeable.

AUDIOPAK
BROADCASTERS FAVORITE CARTRIDGE

Call Today! Ask for Chris Kidd

916-961-6411
8:30 AM to 5:30 PM Pacific Daylight Time

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

A-2

AA-4

All Factory Wound

Late Model AM Tranmsitters:
2 needed, one 5 kW, one 10 kW; 3 or 5 kW FM Needed.

Inventory and USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Audi- Cord S-26 Record/Play Stereo, clean
$ 1,199.00
Audi- Cord TDS-6 Twin Play Stereo (2)
$ 1,050.00 ea
UMC Splice Findel/Eraser New (3)
550.00 ea
ITC FB1 Phone Interface New, list $ 160.00 . . . 75.00 ea
Jampro/Cetec 4 Bay Antenna w/De-icers 98.1 MHz .. . Call
Studer-Revox PR-99MK2 new, one only at
$ 1,995.00
Orban 464A, Co-Operator special sale price
795.00

20
40
70
100

At the above prices, telms are full payment with order plus UPS charges.
Higher prices are available for open account terms.

4096 Bridge Street, Suite 4 •

Second
Second
Second
Second

A-2

AA-4

3.40

4.85

2.5
3.5
4.5

Minute
Minute
Minute

3.75

5.35

5.5
7.5
10.5

Minute
Minute
Minute

4.25

6.45

Fair Oaks, California 95628
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Notes on Time Code, flic Repair
(continued from page 22)
converting an audio channel into adedicated wideband time code channel.
Before considering this modification,
remember that the tape lifters must be
disengaged so that the time code can be
read in the fast forward and rewind
modes. This extra wear will shorten the
life of your headstack.
The specs for the EC-201 are: input impedance 10 K1/ balanced; input sensitivity — 10 dBV ( not to exceed + 10 dBv);
output impedance 2Kn balanced; Level

+4dBV; rise time 25 µsec.
The suggested list price for the EC-201
is $525, which means you can probably
find one for $450. For more information
about the EC-201 contact Wende West at
Otan iat 415-341-5900.
Old mics, new life
During arecent session Ihad aclient
comment on the old RCA mics (44B and
77DX) sitting on the shelf. Because neither works as well as it should Iseldom
use them

Irescued both at different times from
different radio stations where they were
headed for microphone purgatory, that
box of old equipment kept in adark corner of the transmitter room. Ibegan
thinking about where to send them for
repair, made a few calls and came up
with several names and numbers you
might find useful.
Gordon Windam, Clarence Kane and
Charles Gant, all of whom spent considerable years at RCA, left or retired
about the time RCA was sold. Gordon

FCC Shuts Down California Booster
(continued from page 3)
both stations it would arrange afield inspection to determine if the two facilities
were operating according to their
authorizations.
Ten days later, KKIS's formal response
reached the FCC, again insisting that
KALW's accusations of interference were
unfounded.
On 28 September 198Z the FCC's completed field inspection report showed,
first, that KALW was operating in accordance with the Commission's rules. But

regarding KKIS, it revealed the 1mV/m
contour of the primary station "may have
been extended by the signal of the
booster station" and it appeared "additional limiting may be required to prevent excessive bandwidth under all conditions of operation."
KKIS asserted in response that before
the July 1987 modification of booster
rules, no adherance to the 1mV/m contour was required and that the station
should be "grandfathered." The FCC
said that this was incorrect.

Convention '88 Coverage
(continued from page 13)
engineer for CBS in New York.
ABC Radio carried to Atlanta the same
package it had assembled by McCurdy
for $1million in 1984.
"I think in 1984 we may have been a
leap ahead of everyone else in the equipment we're using, but they've probably
all caught up with us now," said Horace
Easterling, manager of technical operation in the Washington news bureau for
ABC.
He added, "Isuspect now that the
state-of-the-art has made it possible
that we could do alot of what we're doing in amuch smaller package. But we
have a package that we invested a lot
of money in that's still working very
well."
For the Republican convention, Easterling planned to take the same broadcast
gear, though it probably won't be fully

utilized.
"We'll transport it all there because it's
here and it all goes together," said Easterling, "but we may not use all of it. Idon't
see any reduction in manpower, except
some peripheral folks, maybe daily hires
and runners, things like that."
"It appears that everybody is cutting
back in New Orleans," he said. "Most
people don't see much of a story out
there. It's acoronation."
CBS's already lean technical staff of
three will duplicate its broadcast set-up
for the Republicans, according to
Scherer.
Westwood One also will use the same
package of custom-designed equipment,
which it will transfer from New Orleans
to the September Summer Olympic
games in Seoul, South Korea, and then
to the Amnesty International concert in
Buenos Aires, Argentina amonth later.

The Commission then, on 28 June, insisted that the station suspend operation
of its booster.
"As soon as the booster was cut off, we
started getting phone calls from listeners
in areas where we hadn't before been effective with our signal," said KSJO's Williams. "It sounds wonderful."
The next step for KKIS is aPetition for
Reconsideration, which the station
planned to file as press time approached. In its Petition, Green said
KKIS will restate the original premise
that there is not "asignificant amount of
energy out there to cause amajor problem."
To deal with the interference confirmed by the FCC, Green is considering installation of an STL to solve the
bandwidth problem and to eliminate
overshoot.
KALW, meanwhile, hoped to protect
what it said is again aclean signal, while
co-existing with KKIS.
"We do not want them to not have the
booster. We want them to have abooster
that does not cause interference to either
KALW or KSJO," said Evans.
Added KALW Station Manager Daniel
del Solar, "These have been three
agonizing and expensive years. We're not
finished with these guys yet."
For more information, contact KALWFM at 415-648-7530; and KKIS-FM at
415-682-2832.

Windom, now deceased, was part of the
New York operation.
According to Roger Boynton of Boynton Studio, Windom's widow contacted
Boynton several years after his death and
sold them all of the spare parts and supplies her husband had purchased from
RCA before it changed hands. Pete
Kertzman of Boynton has been rebuilding old RCAs ever since.
According to Boynton, they even have
a limited supply of the original paint
used on the mics. Rebuilds from Boynton cost an average of $125 and take from
two to six weeks. Contact them at
607-263-5695.
Charles Gant was part of the west
coast RCA operation. Although now retired from RCA, he spent about 20 years
supervising the manufacture and repair
of RCA microphones and galvanometers
and still repairs up to 300 microphones
a year. The galvanometers are used to
transfer audio impluses to the edge of
the film in RCA's optical ( movie film)
recorders.
Like Gordon Windham, Gant bought
the repair supplies and tooling gear from
RCA. Because of the fragility of the ribbons Gant doesn't like to ship the mics
over long distances. Most of his work
now comes from studios in the West.
Gant says atypical rebuild costs between
$65 and $115. You can reach him at
213-867-1078.
Clarence Kane worked out of RCA
New York for many years. Like the other
two men, he acquired manufacturing
and repair equipment and supplies
upon leaving RCA. When Ispoke to him
several months ago his price range was
$125 to $150 for rebuild and repair. Try
reaching him in New Jersery at
609-589-6186.
Perhaps because the first mic Iever
broadcast over was an RCA 77DX, I
have a special affection for them. I
haven't decided whether to put mine
back into service when they return from
being rebuilt or to retire them as objects of technological art. What would
you do?

Ty Ford, audio production consultant and
voice talent can be reached at 301-889-6201
or by MCI mail #347-6635.
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distribution amplifiers
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ATI DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS...
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK FOR YOURSELF.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DETAILED BROCHURES TODAY'
AUDIO
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WRTI-FM Produces with SP-6
by Mark Humphrey, Asst GM/CE
WRTI-FM
Philadelphia PA ... We had some unusual requirements when we selected
new equipment for the main production
room at Temple University's public radio
station, Jaz z90/WRTI.
Because our plans included production of live music from an adjacent performance studio we needed amultitrack
console w,th plenty of mic inputs and
"recording studio" features, such as
equalizers on each input module, effect
sends and returns and a solo buss.
However, our new board would also
be used fcr typical radio production using cart machines, turntables, CD
players, R-DAT and Beta PCM digital
tape, and analog two-track recorders.
We wanted the console to include muting logic and machine control features
like our on-air boards. And it had to be
durable and fairly simple to understand
to facilitate training the students who
perform duties at our station.
WRTI has been using three Wheatstone A-500a on-air boards for nearly
two years and Ihave been impressed
with their audio quality, durability and
reliability. Based on this experience we
chose Wheatstone's SP-6multitrack console for our new production studio.
Similar features
The SF'-6
shares many features and circuit design with the company's other
broadcast consoles. Mic inputs are transformer balanced; all other inputs and
outputs are active balanced.

The signal path is simple with audio
passing through conductive- plastic
faders and switched by miniature longlife relays.
The modules are finished with reverse
silk-screened Lexan film. The mainframe
uses ribbon cable rather than amotherboard for its audio, logic and power
busses.
Wheatstone offers numerous
module options on the SP-6series.
Our console has 12 mono mic/line
input modules which include a
gain trimmer, 20 dB pad, polarity
reversal switch, 125 Hz high pass
filter, three-band semi-parametric
equalizer and switchable phantom
power.
The remaining 12 input modules
on our board accept dual stereo line
inputs. Each includes amode selector, three-band equalizer and bal-

FUser
'
Report
ance control.
Each input module can be assigned to
any combination of the eight group
busses, master stereo buss, four effect
send busses or stereo solo/cue buss.
Like most on-air boards the SP-6 input modules have on/off pushbuttons
which control audio, muting and timer
logic and can start and stop external
playback equipment.
There are four multitrack group modules on the console; each controls one
send buss, one effect return input, two

Autogram's
R/TV-12 Stereo
Audio Console
For Radio and TV

They Don't Build 'ern
Or Sell 'ern Any Better 'nThis:
•8Dedicated pots
•4Pots,
8Inputs Each
•VCA Level Control
•Electronic Switching
•RC Channels
•No Audio Transformers
•Penny & Giles
L' near Pots

•Easy Input Selection
•8 Patchable
MIC Preamps
•Pluggable
Terminal Strips
•Optional Interface
Card for Live Assist
or Computer
•20 Channel Model
Available (R/TV-20)

For information on
Autogram High Performance Audio Consoles,
contact Autogram Corp.
1500 Capital Ave.,
Plano, Texas 75074
(214) 424-8585 or call
toll free 1-800-327-6901
0 1988 Autogram Corp / 6496

AUTOGRAM
IC 0

Wit. 1P1C/13311..IlL_•X•
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group outputs and two multitrack tape
inputs.
Track assignment
These modules are capable of assigning each tape track to send busses one
and two to create aheadphone mix for
studio musicians and can also mix the
eight tracks down to stereo or mono

WRTI's Mark Humphrey with the Wheatstone SP-6

without tying up input modules.
The monitor module controls studio
and control room monitors, headphone
and solo levels, and talkback. A fourfrequency oscillator and timer are also
included.
We purchased a24-input mainframe,
however the SP-6is offered in standard
versions up to 32 inputs. The design permits modules to be arranged in almost
any configuration. The people at Wheatstone are able to provide custom modifications at reasonable cost.
Looking at the specs
Audio performance of the SP-6 exceeds most of the specifications of our
test set, so it was not possible to obtain

IM
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valid distortion measurements.
However, Wheatstone claims better
than .005% THD at 1kHz, and .003%
IMD on mic and line inputs. We measured SNR of nearly 90 dB on line inputs
and 76 dB on mic inputs at normal operating levels (+ 4 dBu on line inputs/outputs, — 5dBm on mic inputs).
With all 24 input modules assigned to
the master buss the residual noise
was down 74 dB from normal output level.
Our frequency response tests indicated that both the mic and line
inputs are within 0.1 dB from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz. The line inputs are down
1dB at 64 kHz, and mic inputs are
down 3dB at 36 kHz.
Console installation was straightforward. The power supply is in a
separate package which takes up
two units of rack space. All audio
connections to the input modules
are through XLR connectors, except
for the insert points on the mic
modules, which use Vi" connectors.
The remaining audio connections are
through 25-pin DB connectors and ninepin DB connectors are used for logic.
Wheatstone provides mating insulationdisplacement DB connectors which accept Belden 8451 or West Penn 291 cable
but may not work with larger conductor
sizes.
Survived the ride
Unfortunately our console was
damaged in shipment when aheavy object smashed through the top of the
shipping crate and pushed down on
several modules, causing the mainframe
pan to bend in the middle.
However, due to the flexibility of the
ribbon cable buss, the console still
worked despite the physical damage. Of
course Wheatstone made all of the repair
arrangements and we had the console
back to us in perfect condition within a
month.
In general we are very pleased with
the features and performance of the SP6. Many of our students have been able
to use the new board without special
training because of its similarity to our
on-air boards.
An improvement would be aseparate
cue buss for line inputs; the present design uses the solo buss for cueing. We
needed to provide an outboard cue amplifier and speaker to avoid interrupting
the monitor output when cueing records.
The Wheatstone SP-6 is worth considering if you require a sophisticated
production console that can handle unusual tasks. We are confident that it will
still provide excellent service at WRTI
many years from now.
Editor's note: SBE-certified Mark Humphrey began his broadcasting career in high
school, where he started an FM station. He
may be reached at 215-787-8405.
For more information on the SP-6, contact
Gary Snow at Wheatstone: 315-455-7740.
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Finding the Console
Suited to Your Needs
by Barry Mishkind, VP and DE
KTZR-AM/KFXX-FM
Tucson AZ ... No doubt about it, the
audio console is the heart of aradio station.
It is also the electronic funnel through
which all our audio passes on its way to
the transmitter. Therefore its smooth,
clean operation is critical to the station's
sound.
Yet over the years
our needs and
wants in the control
room have changed
quite abit. So the console, like the control room, seems to be in aconstant state
of adaptation.
For instance, it wasn't so long ago that
acouple of turntables, acouple of cart
machines, atape deck and aremote input provided the great bulk of audio in
astation.
Nowadays the control room console
may often have to handle five or six (or
more) cart decks, CD players, turntables,
additional microphones, news, telephone, EBS, booth and RPU—and at the
same time have dedicated pots for some
of these things that used to be on the remote selector.
Indeed, it often takes 12 to 14 pots or

more in a low profile frame to satisfy
many "active" control rooms.
On the other hand, the requirements
for production room consoles often call
for even more complexity: equalizers,
limiters, special effects units, etc. Even
automated and semi-automated stations
require a console to produce the commercials and other inserts.
Finding the right console to fit the
needs of the station
is
not
always
straightforward.
Among the various
considerations are
not just technical and ergonomic factors
but also those dreaded budgetary limits
that are decreed from above.

Industry
Roundup—

The differences
In surveying the range of consoles
available one finds there are as many
different philosophies of console construction as there are manufacturers.
Electronically the console manufacturing industry now routinely designs
products with ruler flat response and
virtually immeasureable noise and distortion. Typically, the basic console
produced today far exceeds broadcast requirements.
Choices truly abound as one considers

MOST WANTED
Name: Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Equipment
Catalog 105
Color: Red Hardbound Cover
with Black Lettering
Height: 11 1
4 inches
/

LPB's Signature III series consoles
include 6, 8 and 10 mixer duals,
both mono and stereo, and a 12
mixer dual in stereo. All are identically functioning full dual consoles,
i.e., the only difference between any
two stereo (or mono) consoles in the
line is the number of mixers and associated inputs.
Frequency response for all programs
is within 1.0 dB, 20 Hz to 2kHz; for
monitoring it is within 1.5 dB, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz. SNR for all program measures better than 75 dB below + 8 dB
output, — 50 dBm input.
Remote start pushbuttons are standard and optional mono mixdown is
available on all stereo models. A headphone amplifier has been added that
can accommodate any impedance
headset. Headphone jacks are located
on both ends of the front panel.
Signature III consoles offer three inputs per mixer, rotary Shallco step or
optional Penny & Giles faders, plugin modules, LED peak indicators,
switchable mic gain, all transformer
inputs and outputs and demonstrated
the merits of VCA versus analog audio,
rotary versus linear pots, the familiar key
switches versus push button logic or
modules versus larger motherboards.
Further, the addition of mix- minus
busses seems ageneral trend in many
consoles, as are optional modules for every conceivable need, from equalization
to compression to machine control.
Another point of consideration is
whether the console is to be used on air
or for production. The answer can lead
to quite different features to be specified.
The range of cost is just as wide. Consoles can run from under $1,000 to, well,
more than the asset value of some small
stations!
Getting the best bang for the buck
So how is it possible to choose between the various units available? What
does it take to be an informed buyer?
What are the important criteria?

8inches
Width: 83/

Weight: 2pounds
Length: 208 pages

If you have seen this catalog, please approach with caution.
It is armed with the most comprehensive line of radio
broadcast equipment.
It's owner is highly skilled in manufacturing the most
advanced equipment for the Broadcast industry.

If you have not seen this catalog...
Write for afree copy today on your letterhead!
If You Have... Open Immediately and Order Today!

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.
4100 N 24Ih ST

PO BOX 3606. OUINCY, IL 62305. ( 217) 224-9600. TELEX
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250142. FAX ( 217) 224-9607

Audio Technologies Inc.'s BC12DSL
Vanguard Series console features 12
mixers and 24 stereo inputs. A compact 32° wide, it is modular for easy
serviceability.
The mixer contains four input headphone amplifiers, four input muted
monitor drivers, two microphone
preamps, acue amplifier and speaker,
VCA level controls and electronic audio switching.
Options include a10-input expander
for 32 total inputs, dual stereo flourescent meters, start-stop switching and
Penny & Giles faders.
For more information, contact Ed
Mullin at ATI: 215-443-0330, or circle
Reader Service 51.
Obviously, it is important to end up
with neither aconsole that is too limited
to accomplish your needs nor aconsole
that is overkill.
By way of example, one station Iknow
had eight primary sources mixed on two
pots! Another had in its control room a
console with so many pots, EQ adjustments and other features that the weekend DJs often became confused, resulting in on-air errors.
A good place to start is to spend afew
minutes with the program director. Try
to find out what equipment is needed or
desired for planned operations. Finding
out what occasional needs might come
up will go along way towards preventing "pot jamming."
Next, aprospective budget for the console must be devised, either by suggestion from engineering or by fiat from
above. The reason for starting with a
(continued on page 30)

The numbers tell the story.
Clauditronics. inc.

has delivered more
consoles to this region
than all others in its
class combined.
.Arlington. VA
Gerald Lewis
Recording
•Asheville,NC
WEDS- 1V
. Black Mountain, NC
WFGW ( 2)
.Chapel Kill, NC
WCHL
.Charleston. SC

It's arsenal of weapons include: Audio Consoles and Cart .
Machines; RF Products; AM, FM & TV Stereo and Program
Automation.

RFI immunity.
Every fader has acue position, and
the consoles include an internal cue
amplifier with a built-in 5* speaker
and monitor amplifiers with outputs
of 12 W per channel.
For more information, contact John
Tiedeck at LPB: 215-644-1123, or circle
Reader Service 66.

▪Charlotte.
WCSC-IV NC
WLVK
WSOC(3)
WI VI- TV
WWMG(2)
.Columbia. SC
WDPN(7)
. Danville, VA
VVDVA(2)
.Durham, NC
WCFCG(2)
wONC
WDX"
WI XC
.Falls Church, VA
WI AX
. Fayetteville. NC
WI SS

•

••

• es
•
e

.Gastonia, NC
W/Xi
.Goldsboro, NC
WGEIR(2)
•Greensboro. NC
WCOG(4)
• Hendersonville.NC
WKII(1)
.High Point.NC
WMAG(2)
.Laurinburg.NC
WSIS
.Lynchburg, VA
Old lime Gospel
Hour
• Monroe, NC
WI"» X
•New Bern. NC
WC II IV
WSF I
wit 14(7)

•

.Richmond,VA
WRNL ( 3)
WRVA(3)
WRXL(3)
•Salisbury.NC
WSTP

. Norfolk. VA
WI Iv(2)
WI Aft(?)
•Raleigh.NC
WKIX(2)
Vier YD
WPIF - TV
WPTF
WODR(2)
WRAL-TV(3)
WRAL(6)
WRDU(2)
WPR (
2)
Capitol Broadcasting ( 10)
(Group locations
not shown)

80% were sold by:

VvRDX(2)
•Tobaccoville.NC
MK BRecording
.Virginia Beach.VA
WCMS(3)
CON
WNVI(2)
•Washington.DC
USIA(3)
WE IA
Westingtonhouse
•Washington.NC
WDI X
•Whiteville,NC
WI NC
•Winchester,VA
WINC
.Winston-Salem. NC
WS1S(?)
WI OR(3)
WI 00(2)

ROADCAST

SERVICES CO.

Neal Davis, Four Oaks, NC. 919 934 6869 • Keith Arnett, Front Royal, VA, 703-635-1413
Telex 575082
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Mix Trak 90 a Winner for WZOE
by Steve Samet, GM
WZOE-AMTM
Princeton IL ... Buying aconsole is an
emotional decision; it has to be.
I'd been looking at consoles for two
years without aglimmer of inspiration.
Intellectually Iknow that most consoles
are built well and that most spec out

User
Report
well, but it's difficult to get charged up
about aconsole that lacks flexibility.
And most do lack flexibility, you
know—that's the tradeoff to keep the
price down.
Uninspired or not, 1headed for the
SBE convention last fall with the firm intention of replacing our faithful but aging AM console.
As it happened John Burtle and the
crew from Broadcast Electronics were in
attendance with prototypes of the thenunannounced Mix Trak 90 console.
Ispent ahalf hour with the Mix Trak
90 and, amonth later, placed afirm order for the unit.
BE has awinner here. Let me tell you
why.
The Mix Trak 90 is a modular board
and is available in two models: a 12channel and an 18-channel. The 18channel offers more metering options
but otherwise the features and options
are identical on both models.
Out of phase detection
Three mix-minus busses are available
for telephone configurations or for driving other equipment. Monaural program
output is available through a module
which selects the program or audition
bus while it monitors phase.
An out-of-phase condition causes a

warning light to turn from green to red.
The operator can corred the condition by
simply pressing abutton on the module.
Other operator conveniences include
headphone split, speaker dimming and
almost unlimited remote start and sequencing options. An FSK decoder
board is available if you'd like to do remote logging of commercials.
One of the nice features of this console
is that you can configure it the way you
want it for your operation. We run a
news/talk operation most of the day and
we need alot of inputs.
By purchasing four expander cards we
have over 50 inputs on a12-channel Mix
Trak 90 with virtually limitless routing
of those inputs. Believe it or not, we no
longer have apatch panel in this control
room. Happy day!
When you consider the Mix Trak 90,
you'll have to consider size. The console
is somewhat larger than other modular

boards, but not dramatically so.
Modules are 2" wide. It's alittle early
to tell for sure, but Ibelieve that the
slightly larger modules will make the
board easier to operate than it would be
if they were smaller.
All controls are easily rezched and are
logically placed. The backlit meters and
the clocks (time of day and elapsed time)
are large and easily read.
In short, the console has been
designed with the operator in mind.

The Mix Trak 90 should please the station engineer, too. As you might expect,
all output modules are redundant and
interchangeable.
All modules can be removed and inserted with the power applied and the
board on the air. Changes take only seconds. Should aboard need to be in circuit for repairs, ribbon cables with appropriate plugs are supplied, thus ending the need for the ever-unusable extender card.
PD appeal
I've asked BE to consider writing a
short operating guide for the Mix Trak
90 directed at program directors. The
idea is to give PDs some insight into the
incredible flexibility of the system.
For example, patch points are available on the mixer cards for external signal processing. Many PDs may not be
aware that this important feature is readily available even though it is
amply documented in the
tech manual.
It would be a real shame
for an option to go to waste
simply because aPD was unaware of its existence.
The Mix Trak 90 is slightly
more expensive than some
other control room boards,
but when you do the math
you'll find that the difference
between the Mix Trak 90 and an economy board is insignificant when taken
over the life of the console.
If the model fits the need why put up
with years of engineering headaches just
to save a few dollars up front?
We have had our Mix Trak 90 in service for about three months now. It has
performed up to expectations and both
the operators and the engineering staff
give it high marks.
The people at Broadcast Electronics, as

always, are eager to answer questions
and provide technical assistance.
If you're even thinking about a new
board for acontrol room, get the literature on the Mix Trak 90. Better yet, get
your hands on one at the next convention. But be forewarned: your cool, intellectual business sense might be influenced just alittle by your emotions.
This is one nice piece of equipment.
Editor's note: Steve Samet has been with
WZOE since 1975. He is agraduate of the
University of Illinois and was a US Army
officer during the Viet Nam conflict. He may
he reached at 815-875-8014.
For more information on the Mix Trak 90,
contact Tim Bealor at BE: 217-224-9600.
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ANTENNAS, INC.

For
Excellence
In Antennas
•A complete
line of TV and
FM Broadcast
Antennas
•Modern 7,000
ft. test range
facilities
•Innovative
Engineering
Careful construction
•Two Year
Warranty on
Product and
Workmanship

Random Access To 80 Hours Of
Digital Stereo Programming

the ability to play any song, commercial, jingle or
ID from a stored library of 80 or 160 hours.
Weeks Of Walk Away Time

With over 1500

Superb Digital Sound Quality With The Ultimate
In Flexibility

delivered, we've
helped more

III Instant Access To Commercials/Short Events
II Develop Your Own Music Library Or Choose From
A Variety of Syndicated Packages
The Schafer DIGITAL SYSTEM 80 combines hard disk
computer technology with the superb sound quality of
digital stereo to introduce a whole new era
in broadcasting.

mg At $29,990
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Ca// Or Write For More Information To:
Schafer Digital/a Paul Schafer Company
5801 Soledad Mountain Rd., La Jolla, CA 92037
(619)456-8000 / FAX (
619) 456-1350
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stations
penetrate their
market,

FCC Directionals
Pattern Studies
Multi- Station Arrays
Full Scale Measxement

JAMPRO ANTENNAS, Inc.
6939 Power Inn Road
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 383-1177

TELEX 377321
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Z-9 3's Harrison Board Shines
Dick Byrd, CE
WZGC-FM
Atlanta GA ... When we began to finalize plans last year to move the Z-93 studio facilities from midtown Atlanta to the
suburbs engineering attention focused
on the more expensive items that would
be installed.
Since most of the tape machines, CD
players, turntables and the like were to
be reused it was obvious that consoles
and cabinets would comprise most of the
equipment budget.

After seriously considering three
manufacturers to build our consoles we
chose Harrison. Ibecame aware of Harrison's dedication to build a"broadcast
console" through the efforts of Kandy

ruser
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Shute of Broadcast General Store.
Harrison's reputation throughout the
recording industry has been impeccable
for many years but broadcast applica-

tions present different hurdles to jump.
To familiarize myself with Harrison I
spent aday at its Nashville plant finalizing the configurations of the three consoles we were to purchase. We saved a
great deal of money in the process because each application was discussed
and the most appropriate resolution for
each was implemented.
To save money on shipping costs we
sent our station promotions van on the
four-hour trip to the factory to pick up
the consoles.
Since Harrison had the consoles ready

RA
RCA 77DX MICROPHONE

What makes a Radio Classic? Timeless design, flawless performance, outstanding value, and above all —
bullet-proof reliability. Because, in radio, we don't coddle
our classics.
The RCA 77DX is one such product. It set new standards in microphone performance. Even now, decades later, its quality still endures.
Arrakis Systems' SC audio consoles are Radio Classics too. Introduced in
1980, the SC series set new standards in design, performance and value.
Today, Arrakis SC consoles are the choice of more radio stations worldwide than any competitive unit in their class. Shown below is the 2000SC,
an outstanding value at 54695. Like all
Arrakis audio consoles, the 2000SC is
ultra reliable. And it will continue to
deliver outstanding performance as the
SYSTEMS, INC.
years go by. After all, that's what it takes
to be aRadio Classic.
Call (303) 224-2248
ARRAKIS 2000 Sc AUDIO CONSOLE

2000SC FEATURES:
•12 Stereo Channels, 24 Inputs Total.
•Program, Audition, and
Mono Mixdown Balanced Outputs.
•Telephone Mix-minus Buss.
•Full Monitoring Facilities.
•Remote Equipment Start.

For features,
performance,
price and
reliability,

2000SC RELIABILITY:
•DC Controlled — No Audio On Pots
Or Switches.
•Rugged Motherboard Construction
•Penny & Giles Slide Faders.
•ITT Schadow Switches.
•Only 3IC types employed, all plug-in.

NOBODY BUILDS CONSOLES LIKE ARRAKIS.
Arrakis Systems Inc. 2609 Riverbend Court

Fort Collins, CO 80525
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weeks ahead of schedule we were able
to physically take them to the cabinet
shop for custom fitting.
Harrison has apolicy of sending the
purchaser apre-install kit soon after the
order is placed. The kit includes the
manual, a Molex tool ( which doesn't
work) and afew thousand crimp pins.
Ipersonally like Molex connectors, so
it suited me just fine that Harrison consoles utilize them for all the "goesins"
and "goes-outtas." It makes installation
and future changes abreeze.
The success of a Molex crimp, however, depends on the crimp tool used.
The one shipped by Harrison is made by
Waldom and is recognizable by its yellow grips. It doesn't crimp properly.
A previous Waldom model which
looks the same except for its red grips
works great. I've also had moderate success with arather expensive ratchet-type
tool made by Paladin.
External start and stop
Z-93 bought one model PRO-790 and
two AIR-790 units—all three utilizing the
same mainframe layout. The difference
lies in the plug-in modules. We outfitted the PRO-790 mainframe primarily
with modules that sport a few more
knobs, switches and lights.
For the control room we chose the less
expensive and less cluttered input modules.
One of the first amenities that drew
my attention to the Harrison was alittle
red switch on each module labeled
"Next."
Proper utilization of this little fellow allows us to sequence our ITC model 99
playback cart decks without additional
hardware. ( Our old studio had abank
of switches external to the console that
allowed the operator to select which
machines should sequence.) A start
pulse is provided when the channel is
switched on for external equipment.
We hooked it directly to the cart
machines, CD players and reel-to-reel
machines. The old model SP-10 turntables required an interface adapter to provide astronger tug on the line.
Designers also allow an external pulse
to turn off the channel when the attached cart machine finishes. Yet another
TTL connection prevents the channel
from being turned on unless a cart is
ready to go.
Jumper versatility
Personality programming of individual
modules is accomplished with those little jumper connectors you see on acorn- .
puter circuit board.
With jumpers you can elect to start the
built-in digital timer at channel turn-on,
activate any or all three mute and tally
busses, vary the gain significantly, assign
auxiliary buss feeds to either pre- or
post-fader connection points and even
cause the channel to turn on when the
fader goes up.
Monitor modules include independent control of earphone and speaker
level with line-level audio sufficient to
drive external power amps. A companion module provides monitor audio and
intercom for two other studios in the station.
The external power supply for the console is among the heftiest I've seen. The
standard 30' cable allows installation in
arack where ventilation is adequate. I've
(continued on page 36)
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RS Series: Low Cost Quality
by Bob Turner
Broadcast Consultant
Bakersfield CA ... Recommending a
console to aclient, be it new or areplacement, can be an interesting dilemma. If
the client is predisposed to make the
purchase the budget allocation is generally not enough to support one of the
high-powered, "name" brand consoles
which run anywhere from $10,000 to
$20,00C.
So in the name of economy, you begin to look at the lower end consoles and
find they either are "toys" in terms of
construction or are remarkably similar to
the 30-year-old relic which is d-estined to
be repiaced.
Radio Systems, among other heads-up
manutacturers, has developed anew series of consoles known as the RS Series.
The consoles come in 6-, 12- or 18channel versions.

The facilities for remoting machines
are quite simple and easy to interface
to many of the newer tape and cart
machines. Radio Systems does, however, supply optional interface boards
which convert the logic level outputs
to dry contacts for the older style
machines.
The monitor section is very good in
scope and layout. Monitors and headphones are independently selectable
and, as anice touch, the monitor inputs
accept unbalanced sources. So if you're
using a consumer receiver for an air

monitor, the levels will come
out right.
The console has program,
audition and mono busses
standard and full VU meterThe full featured RS Series from Radio Systems
ing with peak indicators for
all busses. As abonus, aresettable timer
version is just under $6,000, or about
$500 per channel. The RS-18 runs just
is also included.
Radio Systems has atwo year warranty
under $8,000, or about $440 per channel.
The sixchannel version is about $4,000.
on the product for parts and labor and
If you are in the market fir a well will ship overnight to meet the warranty.
The true advantage of this console is
priced, full-featured console, the RS Sethe combination of the aesthetics of the
ries from Radio Systems deserves a
package and the price. The 12- channel
thoughtful look.

rUser

Report
Ifirst saw afull color ad for the product and subsequently saw the box at
NAB. It met most of my expectations for
what agood, well-priced console should
be.
Iam reluctant to be the laboratory rat
for manufacturers, but in this instance
I chose to make an exception, and
recommended the console to my client.
Ihave been pleased with the results to
date
The console has aclean, neat layout
which is impressive to the eye (an element which many manufacturers overlook: if you're spending alot of money
on aproduct, it had better look like alot
of money).
Radio Systems has used the de facto
standard of channel on/off and starts
below the P&G fader, with the buss
selectors and input selectors above the
fader.
Internally the console is built around
sixchannel motherboards which handle
the input switching, dbx VCA mixing
and buss routing. The third major circuit
card takes care of the mixing, outputs
and monitoring functions.
The in and out connections are made
at the rear of the console on the sixchannel motherboards; inputs are very
simple to move around and to prewire.
The inputs are differentially balanced instrumentation amplifiers and the outputs are all activebalanced.
Each input is universal in nature and
may be mic, line or unbalanced consumer level. With appropriate resistors
on aDIP header the nature of the input
may be quickly changed.
Logic functions may be assigned or not
assigned via Berg jumpers and follow
the input selector switches.
Editor's note: Bob Turner is aconsulting
broadcast engineer with more than 20 years'
experience. A former station owner, he is
based in Bakersfield and serves clients
throughout California. He can be reached at
805-835-8869.
For more information on the RS Series,
contact Dan Braverman at Radio Systems:
215-356-4700.

PROBLEM SOLVERS
By Henry Engineering

3

2.

4.

p.

ACROSS
1.

A turntable-recorder synchronizer with automat.c
turntable startmuting.

2.

Converts unbalanced audio to be balanced.

DOWN
1.

A multi- purpose control interface for use in broadcast station control rooms, or any installation requiring multiple circuit control.

3

Converts TTL/CMOS or " open collector" console
outputs to relay closures for remote interface that is
compatible, reliable, and isolated.

4.

The company who offers customers excellent
choices at the best price to meet their Broadcasting
equipment needs.

BSW • 7012 27th St. W. • Tacoma. WA 98466
41,

BSW HAS THE SOLUTIONS TO YOUR AUDIO PUZZLES.

CALL TODAY —

1-800-426-8434 or Fax # 206-565-8114
Circle Reader Service 42 on Page 24
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Selecting a Console
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(continued from page 26)
budget guideline is underlined by conversations Ihave had with several console manufacturers.
As Garrett Conover of Radio Systems
said, "Many manufacturers see only two
ways to build aconsole: either making
cost the prime objective or making cost
of no consequence. The wise engineer
must search to find the middle ground
of cost versus performance that fits the
station!'
Radio Systems has tried to fill this middle ground with its RS-12 console. It is
already proving popular, with some 50
units sold since the Las Vegas NAB convention.
In presentations to local engineering
groups, Jack Williams, president of Pacific Recorders •Sn Engineering, makes the
point that it is important to clearly set
priorities for the design criteria.
"Equipment should be judged by considering and balancing not only price,
but unit reliability, needed features, serviceability and overall performance," says
Williams.
He feels that PRIkE's BMX and AMX
consoles were designed to provide just
such abalance for many stations.
Howe Technologies' VP of marketing
and sales Terry Sweeney agrees and says
options are important.
"The blend of price to features to performance varies by how the manufacturer perceives what you really want and
need. A manufacturer that offers numerous options effectively allows the engineer to create acustom console at a
modest cost," says Sweeney.
Arrakis is another maker that fairly
challenges you to design your own console with 50 optional modules.
User input important
Manufacturers' perceptions of what is
needed have been based at least in part
on input from the actual users—DJs and

production personnel.
Broadcast Electronics' Mix Trak 90 and
Logitek's Perfectionist consoles feature
wider pot spacing.
"Many disk jockeys were looking for
a less cluttered console; our response
was to spread the pots out," says BE's
Tim Bealor, manager of audio products.
David Harrison, president of Harrison
Systems, took asimilar tack: "We asked
anumber of disk jockeys what features
they felt were necessary to make their
jobs easier," he says.
The Harrison Air 790 is the result.
Some major stations have found it to be
exactly what they wanted.
Customer support after purchase,
warranty services and replacement parts
costs all should be considered at the time
anew console is ordered. Nothing lasts
forever without some repair.
As you look through the reviews here,
notice how each writer lists the features
he feels are most important.
Remember that his agenda may be
different than yours. Make alist for yourself and even call users for further opinions. And watch Radio World for an upcoming series of tips right from the
manufacturers to find exactly the right
console for your station's needs.
Editor's note: Barfly Mishkind is RW's
eclectic engineer who's always writing about
something. He can be reached at 602-2963797.

by Paul Sanchez, CE
WBLS-FM/WLIB-AM
New York NY ... There are three reasons Ichose the RAMSA WR-8428. The
number one reason is the sound. The
console is wonderful to listen to— very

Suprisingly, many broadcasters may not know that the correct
answer to this question is no. Large sums of money are spent each
year to purchase new transmitters, new studio equipment, new
audio processing equipment and to modify antenna systems for
improved AM sound. Unfortunately, until now, there has been no
such thing as aprofessional quality AM monitor receiver. As a
result, the perceived fidelity of an AM signal has been severely
restricted by receiver performance.
Potomac has developed the SMR-11 Synthesized Monitor
Receiver which will let you hear and measure the quality of your
transmitted AM signal ... perhaps for the first time. Features
include: Crystal Stability; 60 dB Signal to Noise Ratio; Audio
Frequency Response ± 0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 8kHz; Total Harmonic
Distortion less than 0.2% (95% Modulation) at audio frequencies
above 40 Hz ... please write for complete descriptive
brochure.
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New Directions ... The L.J. Scully
Manufacturing Corp. recently announced the formation of aservice and
parts subsidiary dubbed the ATR Service Center, geared toward professional
reel-to-reel audio tape recorders of all
makes. The company will expand its
present tape equipment manufacturing
operation in order to provide replacement parts for the large base of ATRs
now in use.
According to company president
Jerry Scully, the facility has already
been re-tooled for the manufacture of
pinch rollers for Scully, Ampex and
MCI machines of all vintages and will
expand its line of parts from there. For
more information, contact the ATR
Service Center at 203-366-1700.
People ... Long-time broadcast console manufacturer Auditronics has
gained Murray Shields as its new
director of sales. Shields boasts an extensive background in the broadcast
and production industries.
Prior to his most recent appointment
Shields was VP of sales for ADM Technology in Troy, MI, and before that was
VP of Eastern Sound in Toronto ...
Speaking of appointments Gentner
Electronics just named Curtis Carroll
as anew member of its Broadcast Audio Division sales team. Carroll had
been the general sales manager for
KKIX-FM in Fayetteville, AR.
Also in the news is Alphonse Cris-

cuolo, who has been promoted to the
position of sales and marketing manager for Cablewave Systems. Criscuolo
will be responsible for overseeing all
advertising, sales and marketing activities for Cablewave's product line. He
was formerly Cablewave's market manager.
Of Special Note ... It looks like the
broadcast industry has gained anew
service. Broadcast Intelligence, Inc., an
investigative research firm in Tucson,
AZ, says it will assist broadcast licensees, applicants and their communciations attorneys to "read between the
lines of FCC filings of competing applications and petitions!'
Company principals include Arthur
Ginsburg who is past chief of the Complaints Branch and past chief of the
Complaints and Compliance Division
for the FCC.
For more information, contact Jay
Zucker at 602-293-6818.
Westfield, NJ-based Statistical Research, Inc. recently announced its introduction of anew form of electronic
reporting for its RADAR service.
PC//SCAN is an electronic form of the
current printed reports provided to
clients, which include ABC, CBS,
NBN, SBN and WWO networks.
If you have industry/equipment news to
report, send it to Radio World Buyers
Guide, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041.

liamsa Sounds Sweet to WBIS

AM BROADCASTING - HIGH FIDELITY
Are these terms mutually exclusive?
EYES ENO EDON'T KNOW
•

Ll TUNED IN U
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cart recorders, two CD players, two
turntables, two cassette decks, four
microphone inputs and avariety of network and other outside lines.
Some of the commercials I've
produced on the console have been for
such companies as CBS Records, Atlantic Records, the
Apollo
Theater,
Budweiser
and
Pepsi.
The RAMSA WR8428 answers all my studio production
needs. In short, it's agreat console.

Report

Editor's note: Paul Sanchez has been CE
of WBLS and WLIB for five years, and is also
assistant director of engineering for InnerCity Broadcasting.
For more information about the WR-8428,
contact Steve Woolley at Panasonic:
714-895-7278.

RTIN Peak Programme Meter
For Monitoring Peak Level of Analog Audio Signals
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THIS DIAL WILL TUNE YOU IN TO THE
NEW SOUND OF AM BROADCASTING
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sweet sounding.
The second reason is the fact that the
board offers astereo line module which
is not available in all production boards.
Building in astereo line module makes
the console much more usable for a
broadcaster.
Thirdly, Ican configure the way I
want, easily and for
about a quarter of
the cost for abroadcast production console.
At the station the console is used
primarily for production of commercials,
station promos, contests, IDs and station
drops and on the air.
Because of its versatility it has also
been used for live on-air performances.
In the studio my equipment consists
of the WR-8428, two Otani MTR-12-4s,
two Otani MTR-10s, two ITC Series 99
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Model 1113
With Counter- Plug, All Panel Mount PPM Delivered Horizontal and•Vertical Scale.

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE
SILVER SPRING, MD
(301) 589 2662
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RTW products are available exclusively in the U.S. from ESL.

120 S.W. 21st Terrace, C-104 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
Tel: ( 305) 791-1501, TLX ( WU) 75 3027 ESL FTL UD
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15. Windscreens for all microphones. Reduce wind
and handling noise as well as the breath sounds
of the talent. We stock the windscreen for your
mic.
16. Shock Mount. You can eliminate mic stand and
mic arm noise with ashock mount designed for
your microphone. We have available, for immediate delivery, the correct shock mount for your
mic.
17. Mic adapter cord. Our mic cords allow you to
connect any mic to any portable cassette deck.
Coiled cable, straight cable, long or short cable,
mini-jacks, 1
/
4"plugs, XI.R's; whatever your
recorder and mic need.

22. Scotch Cart II, the broadcast cartridge with
reel-to-reel performance. Revolutionary design
maximizes cart performance and insures extra
long life.

20. Mic Mount Kits. Mount your mic anywhere. The
clamp and goose- neck fit conveniently into your
pocket or brief case and will mount any mic
almost anywhere.

25A Lazy Susan Racks, from ABCO, come in 50
unit wall displays or may be used in the Lazy
Susan Rack system of 300 or 500 cartridges.

23. Audiopak Cartridges, premium performance
with three cart designs. A-2 for standard AM and
mono FM; A-3 for stereo AM and FM; A-4 for the
best quality audio.

25B 20-Slot Cart Rack, by Aristocart, is aclean
vertical building block system of side-by-side or
stacked rows. Tailor make your own customized
storage area.
26. CD Racks designed for the broadcaster. Wall
mount for 60 or 30 CD's and will hold single or
double albums.

12.

18. Table stand. Collapsible ( fits in your pocket ),
by AKG; Atlas offers an adjustable model ( 8" to
16" ) or with built in shock mount.
19. Mic arms, by Luxo and ProBoom. Available with
4 different bases ( C-clamp, riser, screw-down,
wall mount ). Heavy-duty or standard, long or
short reach, grey, tan or black.

24. Bulk Tape Erasers by Audiolab and Geneva.
The table-top eraser that completely erases your
carts and reels: the TD-1B by Audiolab. The
Geneva hand-held is great for the news room
cassettes and carts.

21. Canare mic cable is the most reliable, lowest
noise cable. Available in 5colors, cut to the
length you need, with or without connectors.

)3 .

27. CD Test Disc, converts your CD player to ahigh
quality audio test generator and lets you check
your CD players' performance. The CBS CD is
the best test CD on the market.
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accessories
Radio Resources' home brand of accessories for the
professional radio broadcaster. We researched all
around the country for the very best sources with
the most consistent levels of quality. The result is
Broadcaster Brand. Your choice for the highest
te"';'
quality at the very best prices.

Long Wood Swabs
The longest, toughest, recording head swab made.
100% U.S. cotton tip cleans those hard- to- reach tape
heads. Never get caught short again.

Broadcaster Brand Cart Labels
These color-coded, typewriter compatible labels are
what top stations around the country are using to
create simplified cart systems.
Red means commercial, Blue: Jingle, Green:
PSA, Black: Promo, Orange: Format, Yellow:
Special and the new White label with 20%
more typing space. Unlike other brands
Broadcaster labels will not leave amessy
residue to gum things up. Our labels peel right
off yet stay stuck where you want them to.
Never settle for less than Broadcaster Brand.

Broadcaster Brand 1111111.1

(ACTUAL SIZE)
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28. Ultimate 'Fable, by Ultimate Support Systems.
Perfect for remote broadcast systems which require alight weight and yet can support up to
250 lbs. of equipment. Its fully adjustable legs
compensate for uneven surfaces. Spring buttons
and ball-lock pins make breakdown and set-up
asnap. Designed to take years of on-the-road
abuse. 22" x 44" x 2½Ç weight 15 lbs. with
case.
29. Ultimate Tripod, the TS-33A lifts speakers or
antennas from 5' to over 9; putting the sound
or signal at the right height. The articulating
leg allows the unit to sit on stairs or in the
stands. Load capacity 100 lbs. ,weight 9 pounds,
with tote bag.
30. Portable Console by Lantek is the sound choice
for portable use. Two turntables with cue
and variable speed, amixer with separate EQ for
the mic and room acoustics, auxiliary inputs for
CD or cassette decks, all in acase. The complete
system weighs less than 50 lbs ( 39x21x7).

Neel

31. Wireless Mies by Telex. FM quality sound, with
coverage from 400 to 1000 ft. The Telex system
will work in tandem with your Marti or other
RPU system. Available with hand held transmitter/mic or abelt-pac transmitter that allows you
to use your favorite mic.
32. Remote Broadcast Transmitters/Receivers
by Marti. Don't let the phone company limit
your remotes. With Mat-ti gear you can have FM
quality sound, arange of up to 25 miles and
never have to wait for " 30 days of installation
33. Telephone Frequency Extenders by Gentner.
Gentner single line frequency extenders ( Cornrex compatible) will make your phone remote>
sound better than astandard phone line. In addition to better audio, you will be able to talk with
and hear the studio on one phone line. Also,
available, the new 3line extender with 50Hz-7.5
kHz audio.

31.

32.

30.
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are quality items manufactured to exacting
tolerances for the professional broadcaster.
Large-size reel hubs prevent wow and flutter
created at the tape's end by alower angle of
tape feed. Larger hubs will reduce reel capacity
by one half.

35A. Hub Adaptor, from Tascam, fits Revox and
Tascam reel-to-reels. " NAB hub adaptors
come in quick lock type pairs. Specify TZ-612-B •
35B. VIF Hub Adapters fit Ampex, Scully and Otani
reel-to-reel tape decks. Available for Vs", 1
2 "and
/
1" decks.
36. 406 Mastering Tape, from Ampex, features
flawless studio performance, a 1.5 mil durable
oxide binder system, high S/N ratio, plus high
headroom with reduced distortion. Count on
406 Mastering Tape for excellent reel-to-reel
uniformity plus bias compatibility with all
HOLN tapes.
37. Recording Tape, from 3M, in Scotch 806/807
high output, low print magnetic tape configurations provide the recording properties HOLN,
high bias, sought by professionals who take
their tape seriously.
38. Head Demagnitizers for reel-to-reel, cassette
and cart decks. Geneva offers arubber tipped
probe for use on all tape decks and an eraser
that looks like acart and fits into any cart
machine.

39. Head Cleaning Solution should be used daily
on all your tape decks to insure the best quality
sound. Our special brand will not dry out pinch
rollers or scratch heads. Available in 8 oz. and
32 oz. dispensers.
A and B
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We have parts for:
Sermheiser Headphones — pads, cords, elements, etc.
Marantz battery packs, cases, manuals
Beyer Headphones — pads, cords, elements, etc.
Audio Technica — mic accessories
Sony — power supplies & accessories
ADC — patch panels & patch cords
RADIO RESOURCES, INC.
Toll Free 1-800-547-2346 or 1-800- 54-RADIO
In Maryland 301-859-1500
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1. Edit Marker, the pencil developed specifically
for the production room. Writes on all recording tape surfaces. Specially formulated wax
slashes clearly in white to mark edit positions.
Made in U.S.A.
2. EDIT- ALL, the S-2 editing blocks are made to
such strict tolerances that tape manufacturers
often use them to test for proper tape width.
Designed to automatically center and hold tape
for easy and professional-grade splicing. Use
with EDITAB below, or with standard splicing
tape.
3. EDI TAB, the easy-to-use pre-cut tape splicing
system. Gives accurate splices without clicks or
wows. Erases and records indefinitely without
affecting original quality of sound reproduction. Outlasts the original tape.
4. Leader Tape, in 1.5 mil white or yellow. This
polyester leader is coated for easy writing.
Features pre-printed timing marks and aspecial
anti-static coating. Comes in 1
4 " width.
/
7" Reel.

7. Shucks, for 45 RPM records — buy Broadcaster Brand, which keep your 45's in good
condition and come in four colors: red, blue,
gold and green. Broadcaster Brand are made of
the best quality paper to handle roughest treatment.
8. Felts, are the premium 12-inch type with convenient peel-off self-stick on the back side.
Comes in Green, Blue, Red, Gray and Burgundy
colors.
9. D4 + Discwasher, the record care system.
Hi-tech D4 fluid lifts and suspends contaminants for easy removal with the D4 pad.
Cleans without changing the chemical integrity
of your records.

12. Tower Lamps and Bulbs by G.E. Beacons are
rated at 620 watts/4500 hours. The side lamps
are 120 watts/7500 hours. Better lamps mean
fewer calls to the FAA and the tower rigger.
13. Tower Flasher, by B-Kon, features total solid
state construction for proven reliability in years
of radio tower use. B-Kon Tower Flashers
feature zero voltage switching, abuilt in failsafe, encapsulation and extra long life. Definitely the superior flasher.
14. RF Danger/Danger Signs. The signs required
by OSHA of baked enamel and aluminum: they
won't rust out and are clearly visible. Available in
three sizes.

10. Stylus, from the top manufacturers of professional quality equipment. Choose from Stanton,
Shure, or AudiaTechnica.
11. Turntable Bases for Technics turntables. These
heavy duty bases are cut for your turntable and
will reduce vibrations, and prevent feedback.
Complete with special shock-absorber feet.

ro

5. Editing Blades, are honed to an industrialquality, single edge for sure editing cuts with
any recording tape. Broadcaster Brand can cut
it.

HIGH
, VOLTAGE

6. Splicing Tape, in the traditional roll form.
High quality with low cost for 1
/
4 "tape
(
4 2" x 66' ).
/
3
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ONE THING WE DEPEND ON:

QUALITY IS EASY TO IDENTIFY.
The SP6 8-bus radio and television production console
This is the production console that our clients have long
had on their wish list. It gives the radio and television production staff the flexibility and power required in today's fast paced
facilities. The power of machine control logic and external module control. The power of variable frequency equalizer networks. The flexibility of mono and stereo effects buses. The
simplicity of multi-track composition, and the sophistication of
its control room and multiple studio communications and monitoring capabilities. A full series of accessory control panels,
clocks, timers, turret components and furniture configurations
complete the package. The SP6 is compact, comprehensive and
dependable.

One thing you can depend on is Wheatstone.

S\Nheotrtone® Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, N.Y.

1321 I(315-455-7740)
«ID
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The FULL SERVICE Broadcast People
Others have lots of hype,
LPB has lots of proof!

LPB Signature Consoles
S-10 Dual Stereo
6 Mixer

S-11 Dual Mono
6 Mixer

S-13 Dual Stereo
8 Mixer

S-15 Dual Mono
8 Mixer

S-20 Dual Stereo
10 Mixer

S-21 Dual Mono
10 Mixer

S-24 Dual Stereo
12 Mixer

CONSOLES OF PROVEN RELIABILITY. VERSATILITY.
PERFORMANCE. ASK ANY USER.
ATLANTA, GA
(404) 964-1464

CHICAGO, IL
( 312) 470-0303

LOS ANGELES. CA
(818) 843-5052

DALLAS, TX
( 214) 423-8667

RICHMOND. IN
( 317) 962-8596

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO ( 416) 731-3697

ALLIED'

Broadcast Equipment
P.O. BOX 1487

RICHMOND, IN 47375
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XTRA Sports the Stereomixer
by Dan Steves, Eng Mgr
XTRA-AM/FM
San Diego CA ... Maybe you've found
yourself in the same position: you need
to put together asmall studio, with the
emphasis on "small."
A standard mono mic mixer won't do
and you want areal mixer as opposed
to a multiple line selector switchbox.
Even some of the small consoles are just
too big. If you could only find a board
that was about rack width, you'd be all
set.
Well, that is exactly what happened
here at XTRA. The sports director
needed a small studio and space was

rUser

Report
tight. The ideal mixer needed to be small
and stereo.
It turned out that Pacific Recorders &
Engineering had just started to market
its Stereomixer. It sounded like just what
we needed.
Newsmixer's sister product
The Stereomixer, asister product development of PR&E's Newsmixer, is
available in either arack mount or ata-

ble top version. The Stereomixer has one
complished some other way.
stereo buss while the Newsmixer has
Line modules do have logic connectwo mono busses.
tions for remote on/off and tally lights
Both have slots for up to eight input
but what was needed was aconnection
modules with five different types of
that would be switched to logic common
modules available: mic input,
line input, telephone I/O, remote line selector and tape
1/0.
The remote line selector
can handle six stereo inputs (or eight mono inputs
for the Newsmixer). And
like PR&E's full size consoles the Stereomixer has
patch points and logic conPR&Es Stereomixer does the job for XTRA.
nections that will handle just
about anything that might be required.
while the module was on.
Iordered aStereomixer with six line
The addition of a transistor tacked
inputs and two remote line selectors. Mic
onto the line input modules resulted in
inputs weren't ordered because all the
getting the logic connection that was remics in the studio are running through
quired to appear at the back Molex conan outboard mic preamp, and then the
nector.
line level outputs are bridged to feed two
From there jumpers were installed
different studios.
from the separate mic controlling modInstallation was pretty straightforward.
ules to the master system modules.
The only problem encountered was in
The Stereomixer has worked out well.
getting the monitors to mute when the
The sports director finds the board easy
mics were on.
to use and has even remarked that he's
Remember, my unit doesn't have any
very impressed with it (and he doesn't
mic modules, just line inputs, and line
like anything!).
input modules don't include muting
Ihave to say that I'm impressed as
logic. So, monitor muting had to be acwell. The mixer has about everything an
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engineer or operator could want.
Input modules have panning and
pushbutton switches allow the user to
punch up mono inputs from separate input channels or both channels can be
summed together. And each of the mic,
line and telephone input modules handles two inputs.
Another plus is the two external monitor inputs and the extra studio monitor
outputs in addition to the control room
monitor outputs.
Minor drawback
On the minus side, there is no way
hook up aseparate cue speaker. When
asource is put in cue the monitors are
automatically switched and neither the
solo nor the ['FL busses appear as separate outputs.
It hasn't been aproblem with our installation yet but 1can see where it might
be in other settings.
There's no clock or timer included, although Pacific Recorders did build in .1
timer reset buss. But that's understandable. Things are pretty tight and even the
meters are small, yet very readable.
Some of the functions included may
be overkill for some applications. For instance, there are two talkback circuits
and a slate feature. These are nice but
not necessary.
Some people may have the same feeling -about the tape I/O modules which
include program outputs to the tape ma(continued on page 34)

budgetO
The Tascam 42B makes other 2- track
recorders seem downright slow.
That's due in part to an ingeniously accurate
tape handling system, and in part to Tascam's
unique head technology. (Its heads provide sync
response fully equal to repro, so you don't waste
time rewinding to make audio decisions.)
And because the 42B probably offers more
features per dollar than any equivalent
machine, it makes everything else seem downright expensive, too. (+4dBm balanced inputs
and outputs, plus easy-access calibration are
just afew of its standard features.)
For more information, call or write about the
Tascam 42B today. It's anew and vastly
improved way to keep meeting your deadlines.
And your budgets.

TASCAM
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KVIL Hits the Road
With the RITVA12
by Bill Ryan, CE
KVIL-AM/FM
Dallas TX ... Selecting an audio console for the new 31 KVIL mobile stereo
studio was one of the most important
design elements of the project.
We chose to install an Autogram R/TV12 in our mobile unit for a number of
reasons. It's easy to operate, very flexible, carries an assortment of design features, is well built and is backed by ahistory of factory support for two older Au tog-rams at the main studio.
The design flexibility of the console became apparent as our experience with it
began. The KVIL mobile studio is
housed in the rear section of aconverted
RV trailer—an 8'x12' area with large studio windows and all the equipment you
would expect in a"normal" main studio.
A full kitchen, lounge and restroom
occupy the rest of the unit. Two generators on the tow truck and cellular telephones in the studio make this acomplete, self-contained broadcast site which
we are able to move around the DallasFort Worth area and set up to broadcast
in stereo quickly.
The heart of the operation is the console. It handles cart machines, reel tape,
telephones, two-way radio, CD player,
microphones (stereo and mono) and
anything else needed by programming,

with ease.
As the concept of this studio was developed, acheck list was made for each
piece of equipment to be installed to determine our basic requirements.
Check, check, check
The audio console check list included
12 channels of stereo, two output busses,
ami \-- minus buss, easily patchable input
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and output connections, processing insert points, line/mic level on each channel, VCA and electronic switching, remote start and external control capability for each channel.
We also wanted solid operation to cut
training time in the field and reduce
costly mistakes, and a hot line to the
factory—just in case.
Some features on our "it would be
nice" list included stereo mic preamps,
panel-mounted clock and timer, connectors on every external wire and complete
RFI protection.
The R/TV-12 met and exceeded everything on our lists. It is a12channel stereo console with two output busses and
mono out. Inputs are dedicated to the
first eight channels, while the other four

THINK IVILW-1
• Three stereo inputs, one stereo output
• Automatic switch to secondary or tertiary inputs
on primary loss of channel
• Automatic switch to secondary or tertiary inputs
on primary loss of audio
• Automatic loss of channel correction
• Automatic audio polarity correction
II User programmed sequence and time delays
• On-line audio monitoring and switching
• Microprocessor based
• Audio error alarms and level matching
AND MORE... CALL OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

TE

TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

1134 Neipsic Rd., Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5472

eight preamps are mounted in two separate cards and may be patched to any
channel or directly to outboard processing equipment and then to the console.
Ins and outs
This allows stereo mic operation for
All ins and outs are made via small
our outside audience and interview mics
screw type, plug-in connectors inserted
while our inside mics are mono. Thus
into jacks on top of each PC board. All
we have the flexibility of operation
external control points are on the same
usually found only in achassis or rack
type of plugs, so any changes can be
frame of external preamps.
made easily with ascrewdriver— no solFour stereo 4x1switching cards with
der anywhere.
front panel pushbutton selectors are proEach channel will accept levels bevided, intended primarily for selecting intween - 15 dBm and + 15 dBm. Board
puts to four of the console channels.
levels are set by small plug-in jumpers
However, the design of the system
followed by left and right trimmers.
again allows you to do a number of
The same type of jumpers are also
things internally that might normally reused to set input impedance for 10 kHz
quire acase of small boxes and afabricator 600 a to delegate the channel to eiing shop on site.
ther pre- or postfader mix-minus, select
These switchers all operate as stand
either of two mute busses direct control
alone boards which are normally
patched to channels
to provide multiple
inputs. But, they are
fully buffered modules and will take
'L.
1
. • S-3. %,..1
1,1 SO-1 %It ,
N.* •
•
•
•
•
•
•
any four stereo
•
•
sources anywhere
you need them.
We use these selectors for feeding auThe heart of KVIL's
dio to the PA system,
mobile unit is the Autogram Ft/TV-12.
kitchen monitors
and an outside panel
logic to the front panel up/down counter
to provide clean audio for "mini-can"
and to select aunique preset level funcpickups. By feeding amixminus buss to
tion for remote channel control.
the PA system ( minus the outside mic)
Using this jumper, achannel may be
the usual remote broadcast PA feedback
set up so that whenever aremote butdoesn't happen.
ton turns the channel on, it will come up
During setup or maintenance on the
at the standard level regardless of the
facility, the two-way radio is fed to outfront panel fader setting.
side monitors so acall from the main stuThis feature has proven to be a lifedio is never missed.
saver in our operation —the jock can
leave the room while asportscast is runClocks and temperature probes
ning from the guest mic without presetThe optional Autoclock for the R/TVting the channel level.
12 includes the timeofday clock, count
When the carts are fired, they go on
up/down timer and indoor/outdoor temthe air at the correct level every time. Evperature read-out with aprobe that will
ery channel has this feature—even
extend however far away the outdoor
microphones.
temp needs to be read.
The outside temperature unit contains
Independent preamps
amemory. At the push of abutton, you
The mic preamps in the R/TV-12 are inwill see the highest and lowest temperdependent of any specific channels. The
(continued on page 39)
channels can pick up any of four different sources each, selectable by front panel
pushbuttons, for a total of 24 inputs.
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PR&E Fits Bill at XTRA
(continued from page 33)
chine and logic circuits to prevent an
operator from punching up atape deck
that is receiving aprogram feed and possibly creating feedback.
Again, these are nice features—you
don't need extra DAs and mistakes are
avoided—but they're not necessary in all
applications.
The tape I/0 modules will only handle one stereo source instead of two, and
they cost a little more besides. Per-

Now . . .
1-800 Number from
ANYWHERE

1-800-622-0022
To Allied Offices
EVERYWHERE
— EFFECTIVE AUG. 29, 1988

AWED
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sonally, Ipreferred to go with the standard line input modules instead.
One other nice thing about the
Stereomixer is that it can accommodate
equalizer and voice processor modules
from PR&E's AMX/ABX Series consoles,
which should allow configurations that
will do just about anything.
With those little extras its only limitations seem to be its single stereo buss
and its limited number of slots.
All in all Pacific Recorders ends up
stuffing a lot of things into the
Stereomixer. And for those studios
where asmall mixer is needed this little
mixer will do the job admirably, adding
credence to the old saying, "Good things
come in small packages!'
Editor's note: Dan Steves has been in
broadcasting for more than eight years, and
is agraduate of SUNY at Fredonia. He may
be reached at 619-291-8510.
For more information on the Stereomixer,
contact Anders Madsen at PR&E: 619-4383911.
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WKSZ Upgrades to Auditronics
by Douglas W. Fearn, CE
WKSZ-FM
Media PA ... Early in 198Z WKSZ
decided to rebuild the existing air and
production studios and add a second,
more sophisticated, production studio.
After the general specifications for the
studios were determined, I began
researching the available equipment. For
the big production studio, we wanted a
console that would conveniently handle
eight-track production, with complete
signal processing and routing capability.
After the 1987 NAB convention, I
decided on the Auditronics 424 console
for the eight-track production studio and
Auditronics 224 consoles for the air and
routine production studios.
Ichose Auditronics for a number of
reasons. The company has been around
for along time and Iowned one of its
recording studio consoles and had excellent results with it.
Ialso had been through the factory in
Memphis and was impressed by it; Ifelt
that its design philosophy always kept
the operator in mind.
Early delivery
The 424 was anew product at that time
and Iwas concerned about delivery. Auditronics delivered all three of our consoles early—up to amonth ahead of the

promised 90 days. They were drop
shipped to Radio Systems in Edgemont,
PA, which built the furniture and did our
installation.
The 424 as we specified it has 24 inputs; eight outputs to amultitrack machine plus stereo
and mono; two auxiliary
sends for echo, effects or
headphone feeds and adigital timer and clock.
Other features include talkback and slating; multifrequency test oscillator; VCA
faders; cue and solo facilities;
threeband equalization on
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each input; low-pass and high-pass
filters; eight-track monitor mixing and
monitor controls for acontrol room and
two studios.
Radio Systems installed the eight-track
facility in one weekend. Except for afew
minor problems, the room was ready for
operation on Monday morning.
Our biggest initial problem was not the
fault of the manufacturer. Somehow the
test oscillator module and the telephone
interface module were transposed during installation. This caused some con-

Put the Tascam CD-501 next to any other broadcast
compact disc player, and you'll find there's no
•
comparison.
Nothing can compare to the purity, clarity, and accuracy of its sound, thanks to breakthroughs like Tascam's
proprietary ZD Digital Circuit and double oversampling.
And in the split-second, high-speed, high-pressure
world of the broadcast professional, it's the only machine
you can depend on, 100% of the time.
Which figures, since the CD-501 is not an adapted
consumer deck, but ahighly-engineered system that's
built for broadcast. Nothing else offers its combination
of professional features, including 19" rack-mountability,
balanced outputs, and ahard-wired remote that lets
you completely control and program either of two
decks in any mode.
Call or write for more information on the CD-501.
Find out about anew, higher level of digital quality.
And digital toughness.

fusing logic problems.
Auditronics was very helpful in tracking down the cause. It only took acouple of phone calls to fix that one.
We also had aproblem with the start

logic pulses being too short to reliably
start some of our equipment. A change
in capacitor value solved that problem.
Iunderstand the newer 424s have the
larger value capacitors which stretch the
start pulse enough to start just about
anything.
"Zero insertion force"
The console features "zero insertion
force" connectors for all the modules to
be removed and inserted while the
power is on.
Iwas reluctant to do this but by phone
the factory assured me that nothing unpleasant would happen. They were

right. ( Iwish the 200 series consoles had
these more expensive connectors—
especially for an on-air console the ability to swap modules while powered up
is valuable.)
We had another chronic
problem which Ibelieve we
have now solved—a ground
loop buzz in the monitor circuit. The console outputs
were perfectly clean but the
control room monitor always
had alow level buzz and occasional pops and other
noises.
In talking with the Auditronics engineers at the
1988 NAB show Ilearned that
they have changed the location of the
console ground terminal from apoint on
the power supply chassis to anew point
on the console ground plane. Changing
our ground point similarly seems to have
solved about 90% of the problem.
We also had trouble during the winter, when the humidity was low, with
modules turning off or on from static
electricity. Now that summer is here and
the humidity is higher, we're not sure if
the revised grounding has this problem
completely solved or not.
Minor problems aside, the console has
been perfectly reliable and readily ac(continued on page 39)

Digital
defined.
©1987 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road,
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Series S Takes No Short Cuts
by Kenneth W. Stout, CE
WPAT-AM/FM
Clifton NJ ... At arecent NAB convention while visiting the RAM booth Iwas
shown the allnew McCurdy Series S
consoles by Doc Masoomian. The layout
and appearance of these consoles were
excellent.
This high quality console was one half
the price of other consoles in its category.
The price caused me to do avery thorough evaluation of all aspects of the Series S.
Ido not believe in audio transformers;
Ifeel they can only create distortion in
some manner. Iwas heartened to learn
that the McCurdy S console has all active inputs and output stages.
Next Ithought they would use ashortcut on the main faders. Once again Doc
proved my suspicions to be wrong. The
faders are the best in the business—
Penny & Giles slide faders.
Power supply investigation led me to
a well-built toroid transformer and a
highly regulated supply with plenty of
headroom. Speaking of headroom, the
console proved by test to have more reserved power in its audio channels than
the specs called for.
The console is well laid out and very
user friendly. There are no bells and
whistles that anormal station operator
would be confused by.
The noise and distortion, including intermodulation distortion was well below

McCurdy specifications. The distortion
was so low in some cases that Icould not
read the figure on my Sound Technology 1710A analyzer.
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The channel control and designation
switches are all analog. Because the actual switch does not carry audio, there
are no clicks or switch pops. Ibelieve

11721 15th Ave. N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98125
(206) 363-7730
John Schneider & Bob Arnold

by Mark Jividen, VP and GM
WMNI-AM,'WMGG-FM
Columbus OH ... When selecting an
audio console, it is important to choose
aboard that combines flexibility and versatility without being overly complicated
and confusing to the operating staff.
Since December 1984, WMNI and
WMGG have been using Harris
Medalist12, 12-channel audio consoles
in our identical AM and FM control studios. We also have two Medalist8consoles in production studios.
Our announcers have been thoroughly
pleased with the consoles. In fact, we
have not had asingle complaint from an
announcer, and our engineering staff
has been reasonably well pleased with

LEADERS IN RF SYSTEMS
FROM COAST TO COAST

B. RF Specialties
of California

the consoles as well.
Even our initial concerns that an accidental liquid spill would damage the
Penny & Giles slide faders on our consoles have proved to be unfounded.
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Medalist consoles are available with
linear or rotary attenuators or acombination of each. While this was our first
experience with slide faders, they're one
of the things we've liked the most.
Best bidder
WMNI-AM signed on full-time at 920
kHz in 1958. Four years later, WMNIFM—now WMGG—also began broadcasting as a50,000 W Class Bstation. In
the 1970s we upgraded to Harris Executive Audio Consoles.
In 1984, we decided to move the entire
operation from our original facilities in
the Southern Hotel. Our new facilities
would include identical control rooms for
our AM and FM stations and four

C. RF Specialties
of Texas
PO. Box 8316
Amarillo, Texas 79114
806) 372-4518
Don Jones & Tim Hawks

D. RF Specialties
of Florida
FOR ALL YOUR
RF NEEDS, CALL
THE SPECIALIST
NEAR YOU

E. RF Specialties
Pennsylvania, Inc.

SYSTEM DESIGN
COMPETITIVE
PRICING

A quick study
The learning curve for the Dis was
very short. We first went on the air on
a Saturday night and on Sunday required each jock to work an abbreviated
shift. By Monday morning the only obvious difference on the radio was abetter quality sound.
Iburned up several ICs while installing the consoles because Ifrequently
popped modules in and out while the

SCA RECEIVERS

121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, Penn 15239
(412) 733-1994 Tom Monahan
Each Office ts Independently
Owned and Operated

»IRF 6pecioltirm R
ezei Group

Clearly the industry's
most advanced receiver.

ERKO

TECHNOLOGIES

7616 Burlington

Omaha NE 68127

402-331-2632
Circle Reader Service 22 on Page 24

production studios—one to be equipped
with a multi-track production system.
In our request for bids, we specified
possible consoles that would be acceptable. We chose the Harris Medalist Consoles because, quite frankly, Harris submitted the best overall bid.
Our experience with the Medalist consoles has been very good—although not
100% trouble-free. Early on we had a
mechanical problem with the pots and
another with the headphone amplifier
circuits.
Both problems have been corrected,
and Iunderstand that Harris has now incorporated these improvements into the
Medalist design.
Fewer mistakes
With the Medalist series, Harris has
produced aline of very good consoles
which are designed to accommodate up
to three sources for each input channel.
As aresult the Medalists can reduce the
need for patch panels and external
switching panels.
In our operation, most audio sources
(continued on page 39)

ZA-93's Harrison Shines
(continued from page 28)
heard folks say that the older model Harrison consoles and power supplies run
pretty warm, but this model seems well
within accepted temperature ranges.

3463 State St #229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
(805) 682-9429 Sam Lane

P.O. Box 397
Niceyille, Florida 32578
(904) 678-8943 Bill Tumey

Editor's note: Kenny Stout has been
WPAT's CE for 14 years and attended RCA
Institute, Dumont Labs and Ohio University.
When he's not designing high quality amps,
he may he found piloting asmall plane or
judging in model aviation contests. He may
be reached at 201-345-9300,
For more information on the Series Sconsole, contact Steve Gordoni at RAM: 312358-3330.

Medalist Scores Points at WMNI

RF SPECIALTIES
GROUP

A. RF Specialties
of Washington, Inc.

these switches will give extra long life.
Audio VU meters are plentiful and
also well laid out. For example, there
are left and right VUs for program
channel and aseparate mono VU meter
plus separate VUs for the audition
channels.
Remote start and stop buttons are conveniently placed at the bottom of the
slider pots. Remote start will also turn
on an audio channel.
Ihave learned that RAM is designing
other modules for the Series Sconsole.

Thus users will be able to create consoles
that will specifically suit their needs.
Ihave purchased one S line console
from RAM Broadcast Systems; in the future Iintend to purchase another for our
main production room.

Circle Reader Service 40 on Page 24

power was on. Istill remove and reinsert modules in the control room because it's too cumbersome to switch the
show to another room, but I don't
recommend doing it unless you are prepared to repair the module.
Insertion with the power on usually
works, but not always. Luckily, one wayward module does not affect the rest.
The manual that Harrison provided
was very confusing. I'd hate to see anovice try to install aconsole using only the
information in those many pages.
While there are lots and lots of
schematics and diagrams in the manual,
it contains few words. Each time Icalled
the factory, however, a knowledgeable
technician answered my questions.
All of us here are extremely pleased
with the performance, reliability and
ease of operation of the consoles.
Editor's note: Dick Byrd was formerly a
systems engineer with ROH Corp. During
his tenure there he was involved in the development of acommunications system for
ABC's coverage of the Winter Olympics. He
may be reached at 404-851-9393.
For more information on the PRO-790 and
AIR790 consoles, contact Martin Burns at
Harrison: 615-834-1184.
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Digital Temptation: The DMP-7
by Rob Meuser, Pres
Int'l Bdcst Support Services
Hamilton Ontario ... Like other technologies before it, digital is taking its
time to become fully established in the
conservative world of broadcast audio.
But unlike technologies before it, digital promises to cause a marketing/manufacturing revolution. Broadcast
equipment has always been specially
built, as compared to "non-professional"
versions of similar equipment.
With digital equipment custom LSI
chips offer state of the art technology to
equipment at all market levels. The gap
between consumer and professional
equipment is closing.
An early example of this is the Yamaha
DMP-7 digital mixing console. This unit
is targeted primarily to musicians and
portable applications. However, at a
price uf $5,000 this unit is tempting to the
broadcaster, too.
The DMP-7 has eight inputs and one
main stereo output, as well as asolo output. Each input is actually converted into
digital format at the input.
The unit is also capable of receiving a
digital input at 44.1 kHz. Why go to this
trouble just to mix eight channels? That
answer comes when one evaluates the
other features of the DMP-7.
Those features include a full set of

electronic effects, including reverbs of all
sorts, flanging, phasing, chorusing and
much more.
These effects, while not any different
from other digital effects systems, are
built in and included in the base price
of the unit.
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These effects are possible on two of the
three effects busses in the DMP-7. The
third buss is for external units.
The DMP-7 also offers fully digital EQ
on each of its input channels. Digital EQ
is one of the obvious benefits of digital,
as curves closer to the theoretical are
possible.
Like other DMP-7 features, digital EQ
is remotely controlled via MIDI port.
The DMP-7 offers all this power in a
19" wide rack mountable package. If
eight inputs are not enough, the digital
input allows for digital chaining of additional units.
While having a digital mixer with
some sound effects toys is nice, the real
potential of the DMP-7 comes with its
ability to work on aMIDI interface.
While MIDI is not exactly alive and
well in your average radio production
studio, it has become quite common in

the music industry. And while many
might argue that MIDI is not the ultimate
professional approach to digital studio
control, it is an excellent starting point.
In brief, MIDI is aserial digital protocol
that is usually used to either record or
command aseries of events. MIDI can
also be synchronized to time code so that
these events occur at acertain time. In
the case of the DMP-Z MIDI can be used
to establish an automatic mix down.

The DMP-7 has
eight inputs and one
main stereo output,
as well as a solo
output.
The pots on the DMP-7 are actually
motorized and remotely controlled via
MIDI. The levels, and all the other functions and sound effects can be MIDI controlled.
Other tracks, sound effects, extra
voices, etc. will be triggered either
directly by the time code or as aMIDI
event. The DMP-7 will just sit there in
line and mix as well as change effects just
as you pre-programmed it to do.
Technically the DMP-7 is still semi-pro.

Most obvious is the unbalanced inputs,
as well as the requirement of an external microphone pre-amp.
More subtle are the actual audio specs.
In the original version of the DMP-Z the
noise floor spec was at an unacceptable
—78 dB. In practice that floor was measured on a spectrum analyzer at 10 dB
better than that, or equal to agood analog console.
The —78 dB was above 20 kHz, and
probably asubmultiple of the sampling
frequency. In any event, this noise is
solely attributable to the D/A converter
and has been improved. I have not
received another unit in order to remeasure this noise yet.
In all, the DMP-7 is an exciting introduction to the digital console. At
$5,000 it beats out many analog units
with fewer features.
The price is especially exciting when
you think of it in comparison to an experimental digital console Isaw at the
Television Symposium in Montreaux,
Switzerland last June. It cost almost
$25,000 ... per channel!
Editor's note: Rob Meuser is afrequent
contributor to Radio World. He may be
reached at 416-526-8200 or MCI Mail:
325-3672.
For more information on the DMP-7, contact Bob Davis at Yamaha: 714-522-9011.

Raise your standards.
To understand the superiority of the Tascam
ATR-60/2N, begin with the heads: no other
2-track production recorder has heads that can
provide sync response fully equal to repro
response—an advantage that allows you to save
time by making critical audio decisions without
rewinding.
Next, look at its direct-drive reel motors, its
PLL servo capstan, and its 3-motor servo controlled tape handling system—all factors that
lead to the ultimate in fast, accurate, and stressfree tape handling.
Finally, consider that the ATR-60/2N gives
you all this and more, hour after hour, year
after year.
Then call or write today about the Tascam
ATR-60/2N. And take your broadcasting to a
higher level.

TASCAM
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A Console For Every Market
by Michael C. Palmer, Pres
Arrakis Systems Inc.
Ft. Collins CO ... When most radio
people think of Arrakis Systems they
think of the cost effective SC Series audio consoles that have been in manufacture since 1979.
In the under $5,000 console market,
which represents nearly 80% of domestic stations, Arrakis research shows the
SC Series is the number one seller with

total unit sales exceeding the
sum total of all other competitors combined. The reason
for the success of the SC series lies in its price and quality.
The SC is fully DC-controlled with no
audio on the faders or switches in the
main signal chain. Even the monitor, cue
and earphone amps use VCA technology.
To complement the high tech design
Arrakis uses large motherboards for the
electronics to reduce interconnections
and simplify installation and repair.
A result of careful design and the application of high volume production
techniques is that the SC series lists for
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Mid-priced market
In 1986 Arrakis Systems introduced its
first mid-priced console—the 5000 Series
16-channel modular board. It has become our best selling console. The key
to its success is also quality, features,
reliability and price through innovative
design.
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FCC Applications, Design
Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING

Cover the market
The introduction of the 10,000 Series
console gives Arrakis Systems aproduct
for every size station market. As with our
other series, the 10,000 combines high
tech engineering and production techniques to build aconsole with more features, greater reliability and the lowest
price.
The key to the 10,000 is flexibility. The
main frame fully supports on-air, stereo
production and multitrack production
applications. Despite this flexibility the
10,000 represents aleap forward in ergonomic console layout.
The console's modules evolve from a
simple onair format by steps into a
sophisticated multitrack production
board. What was once a difficult-tooperate production console is now sim-

Now . . .
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Rural 8t Remote Site
Field Engineering
50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743
603/542-6784

ply an evolved but familiar on-air board.
The console is perfect for all studio environments.
As in the SC and 5000 Series consoles,
the 10,000 brings DC control with its attendant reliability, to the market. The
10,000 is almost entirely DC controlled
through the use of VCAs and electronic
switching. Even such audio sidepaths as
the auxilialy sends are VCA controlled.
Engineer-friendly
In the real world of broadcasting aconsole must be flexible and friendly to the
engineer as well as to the operator. It
must be easy to install, modify and service. Therefore, like the SC and 5000 Se-

(The 10,000's)
appearance
could accent the
decor of the
Space Shuttle.

The console shares the VCA fader
technology with our other console lines.
However, it adds expanded remote control features found on the high end
boards and the advantages of modularity for service and repair.

Consulting Commons & ions Engineer.

_

ries, the 10,000 swings out of the table
on air springs with no more than 20 lbs.
of lifting force no matter what size the
main frame is.
The use of DC-controlled switching
and VCA control afford high levels of
function and reliability to the 10,000.
The 10,000 console (like the SC and
5000 series) is auniquely qualified console for its class and not simply areshuffling of old ideas and technologies. The
10,000 strikes out into new areas with the
flexibility of its multifunction design.
The use of DC controlled switching
and VCA control brings previously unknown levels of function and reliability
to the 10,000. Its rugged design and use
of premium grade components makes it
ideal for the rigorous professional broadcast environment, yet its appearance
could accent the decor of the Space
Shuttle.
Timeless grace, classic engineering
and an unfailing commitment to excellence should place the 10,000 series console alongside its predecessors as number one in its class.
Editor's note: For more information on the
10,000, contact the author at Arrakis Systems: 303-224-2248.
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R.L. Kennedy
& Associates
Telecommunications

Engineering Consultant
Radio-TV-ITFS-Microwave

Consulting
Doug Vernier

10-30% less than competitive consoles
while having standard features (such as
mono mixdown, telephone mix-minus,
remote starting, etc.) that are options on
other boards.

P.O. Box 141
Waynesville, NC 28786

(704) 648-3283

Contact: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041
for availabilities. Phone 800-336-3045

Price
Model CEB Encoder-Decoder
Model CE Encoder Only...
Model CE with Stereo Option
Model CD Decoder Only (
REQUIRED FOR

..
$475
.. $330

....

$360
$280

LPTV)

Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder.
• Encoder FCC Type Accepted • Decoder FCC Certified
• Exceeds FCC Specifications •

$ 100

•

All interconnections to the EBS equipment are made through a barrier terminal block.
No special connectors necessary. In stock—available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. •

Athens OH 45701 •
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WKSZ Moves Up to Auditronics
(continued from page 35)
cepted by all those who use it. It sounds
terrific.
Many of our operators have never
used aconsole as complicated as the 424
but all have found it to be easy to learn
and logical in its layout and operation.
Special mention for EQ
The equalizers deserve special mention. Most modern equalizers use statevariable type circuitry which Ifind to be
very harsh, heavy-handed and nonmusical.
The Auditronics equalizer, however,
has none of these drawbacks despite being aversion of the state-variable design.
It has three bands in which the frequencv of each band is continuously adjustable as is the amount of boost or cut.
On the midrange band two different
bandwidths can be selected with apushbutton. In use the equalizer outperforms
many rack-mounted multiband parametrics of recent design, in my opinion.
In brightening avoice for example, the
Editor's note: Doug Fearn is aregular contributor to RW. He may be reached at
215-565-8900.
For more information on the 424 console,
contact Neal Davis at Broadcast Services:
919-934-6869.

EQ can be set to do so without many of
the artifacts often heard with equalization.
Auditronics has obviously researched
this design (as it did in its early recording console equalizer designs) and come
up with a truly useful module.
After ayear of operation, we are very
pleased with the performance of the

console. Operation is relatively simple
for asophisticated board and required
maintenance has been virtually nonexistent.
The sound of the console is clean and
transparent. Auditronics obviously
knows what broadcast production requires and has built aconsole to fulfill
these needs.

firrii-12 Goes Mobile
(continued from page 34)
ature recorded in the previous 24-hour
period.
Countdown readout may be accessed
automatically from ans' channel to begin
on cue from the tertiary tone on acart.
Another board jumper will cause the
timer to restart when a cart is started.
An optional microprocessor board is
available for the R"TV-12 console which
will provide an incredible array of automatic operation/logging functions including liveassist and semi-automated
switching of the entire console. Applications for this console are extensive.
After nine months of use in the field
environment travelling the countryside,
the only failures have been on/off pushbutton lamps. We operate them at full
brightness but there is adimmer pot on

the power supply to turn them down for
normal ambient light situations.
The RITV-12 has met all of our original requirements and easily given us the
tools to do some things we hadn't
planned.
The jocks love it because it is easy to
operate without training— it's logical. It
allows us to make quick changes in the
field and, most importantly, it just keeps
working.
Editor's note: Bill Ryan has been CE of
KVIL for the past five years. He spent the
previous seven years in Chicago with Westinghouse and NBC, at WIND and WMAQ.
He may be reached at 214-826-7900.
For more information on the R/TV-12, contact Ernie Ankele at Autogram: 214-4248585.
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Harris Scores
with Medalist
(continued from page 36)
are on separate inputs. External and
remote studio sources are handled by
acrosspoint switcher.
While our staff can easily understand the board, we've found that it
can do some pretty fancy things. But
the uncomplicated, straightforward
design means that fewer mistakes are
made, unlike many similar or multichannel consoles with so many knobs
and buttons to remember that it's easy
to get in trouble.
Our CE, David Mathews, agrees
that the Medalist consoles provide
high quality performance. They require very little maintenance other
than keeping them clean and replacing lamps in the meters.
Harris' Medalist consoles are meeting our expectations, and we're not
disappointed with our choice. They're
very good boards—especially in terms
of price, design and flexibility.
Editor's note: Mark fividen joined
WMNI/WMGG engineering staff on a
part-time basis in 1971 while majoring in
broadcasting at Ohio State University. Before being appointed GM manager, he
served as CE and station manager. He can
he reached at 614-481-7800.
For more information on the Medalist
console, contact Martha Rapp at Harris:
217-222-8200.

10 years from now, it'll still be the standard.
The undisputed standard for broadcast cassette decks has always been the Tascam 122B.
But that standard has just been surpassed.
Presenting the 3-head Tascam 122MKII. Its leadership is founded upon features such as Tascam's Cobalt
Amorphous tape head technology. Plus achoice of built-in Dolby systems: not just B and C, but also
HX-Pro, for virtually perfect high-end frequency response.
More than any comparable deck, it maintains constant tape speed and tension, thanks to atape handling
system that includes Tascam's Hysteresis Tension Servo Control.
And when it comes to handling, the 122MKII is the complete professional tool, with cue and review
functions (
manual cue), balanced XLR +4dBm inputs and outputs, and rack-mountability.
Call or write for more information about the 122MKII. Get it now, and use it for decades.
ÇI
,
)87 TEAC Corporation of America. 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. ( 213) 726-0303.
Dolby HX-Pro, Dolby B. and Dolby C are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
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Dynamax® ESD10 Eraser/Splice Detector
Cleanest Erasure Ever!
mow there's abetter way to erase your carts.
Without degaussing coils. Without heat.
Without damaging your tapes.
The DYNAMAX® ESD10 Eraser/Splice
Detector improves on reel-to-reel technology
by using two precision full-track erase heads.
The result is asignificant improvement in
cartridge signal-to-noise ratio, and on-air sound
beyond anything you might have thought
possible.

In addition, apatented system guarantees
reliable, automatic splice detection with no
sensitivity adjustments. Operating at 27.5 ips,
the continuous duty ESD10 will erase and
splice-locate a40- second cartridge in less than
22 seconds.
Get the full story on the fastest growing
cartridge machine family. Contact Fidelipac or
your authorized DYNAMAX Distributor.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC ®

Fidelipac Corporation D P.O. Box 808 O Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A D 609-235-3900 ID TELEX: 710-897-0245 D Toll Free 800- HOT TAPE
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